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INTRODUCTION

In accordance with suggestions from the Committee for

Out-of-School Education of the Council for Cultural Co-operation,

this report is prepared in two parts:

1. Part One deals with the current situation and trends in

correspondence tuition; it a=empr'iasIfirraFriaution
w "uch1.45TraerriffirThe development of "permanent educa,ton".

Additionally, it brings attention to the parallel transformation

of the concept of "correspondence" tuition itself which

calling increasingly upon other media. Audio-visual aidA an-3

tfaching machines are now complementing the written mediuw.

IndivIdual home study is now combining, moreover, with valous

types of localised group instruction (in particular, usinc: the

method of television assisted tuition),

2. Part Two looks at two eaamapAolLpublic institution;, for

or ho udycorrespondence tuition ome st; atirrafFFITRInna de

Tele-Enseignementuprovides instruction by the traditional

mcdium of correspondence courses, but supplements this w.Lth

more up-to-date techniques; the other body, thy; !'Radio - .Television

Scolaireuis a mc,oe recent example of adult home study, specially

adapted to'meet new requirements, but which, in certain respects,

is still at the experimental stage.

In view of the wide range of private correspondence

institutions (over which the government has no supervision at

present), it is impossible to describe any one of these as

typifying the entire category.

./ a



CURRENT SITUATION AND GENERAL TRENDS
IN CORRESPONDENCE TUITION

(in connection with other media)

0.1.1114111.11111.44...14,*01110011.1111110

1.1. - THE FVOLUTION OF NEEDS

1.1.1. - Global estimate of current students

Them are no official statistics on the total number of
children, adolescents and adults, taking state-sponsored or
private correspondence.courses. As there is no state
supervision at present of private correspondence course
institutions, the number of students -irolled there has never
been officially verified.

Although no precise data are available, one can estimate
the total. number of correspondence, course students (children,
adolescents and adults) at around.500i000. . However, these
enrolment figures 'doubtless reflect highly varying degrees of
industriousness and efficiency. . Thisis a heterogeneoys mass
with age groups ranging from the very young to the mature
adult, With levels .from elementary school to that of graduate
engineer, and with a degree of effort from an occasional few
hours to full-time study. Generally speaking, all those
unable to pursue .a traditional course of education because of
sickness, distance or liv..t.ng conditions, are actual or pot4tJa1
"customers" of this type of educations. : There are .certain
clearly definable categories latent within this mass.

1.1.2. - School-alp students

The first group to stand out is that of school.age ,str Vents,
who are either house-bound Or" dompellea to*t1nder*go type
medical treatment, incompatible with a normal school life ;he
sick, crippled, mental defective, etc".). In such cases
only through a form of home study can the individual adapt
flexibly his conditions and pattern of study.



This category also covers children of school age, who do not

have access to normal educational establishments. These include:

French children residing outside of France;

bargee or fairground "'itinerant" children, etc...;

- children following special studies, in particular,

children and adolescents taking up music or art in depth;

this implies their adhering to a time table which is

incompatible with that of normal educational establishments;

- the product of family or social circumstances: e.c. a

student, forced to earn his living, yet, who plans to

complete his secondary or technical education; vt.ry

young married couples; a young girl, who must bring up

orphaned brothers or sisters, or look after cripred

sick parents; children living in the country, w'lo canno :

adapt to boarding school conditions; young prisoAers or

delinquents, etc.,

- finally, children, who cannot attend a normal sd:lool, fcr

reasons of dIstance or alademic failure (but who can

improve under the more elastic and individualised
conditions of home study).

To these categories, should be added students, who, whilst

following normal courses of study, must concurrently take

reorinntation or supplementary courses. This is the case, for

example, with students, who have changed their branch of study

and, vao need to fill certain gaps in their knowledge, or to

study certain subjects which were not included --in their previous

progre..mme. It is also the case of students, who change schools

and must study a language which was not taught at their previous

schoo:,

- "Out-of-school" students and graduates

This°second group covers:

apprentices in commerce, industry aria the crafts, vho,in

accordance with apprenticeship legislation, must bake a

upplementary coume of theoretical and practicf%1

vocational training. In a number of companiez, the

'*1lory is taught by correspondence;



- young people, who, after leaving school, feel a need to
:'round off t their basic, general education. This is
the case,, for example, of national service conscripts,
who take supplementary correspondence and radio courses
during their military service; included here are also
"after-school" foreign language programmes, followed at
hom with the help of records;

- students, who earn their living, whilst Continuing their
studies; those, r!io for lack of funds, or any other
reason, cannot live in a university town, as well as
students, who manage to attend tutorials, but not the
main courses;

. young people, who, after completing school or university
studies, prepare to take a professional qualification or
a public or private competitive examination. Preparing
for this may entail a supplementary, general course of
training as well as vocation-orientated courses.

This latter category :of student is .to be:.found to a great
extent in th.e countryside and in .the.smaller towns.

1.1.4. - Adults

The third group consists essentially of working adults, who,
through study courses at home or at work, attempt to:

. a

- further their genex!al and technical ,knowledge which they
need to move ahead in their jobs (vocational advancement);

- revise and bring up to date knowledge, needed to carry
out their jobs (retraining);'

.

obtain additional general and technical training for
reorientation purposes (job reconversion). This category
includes the 'victims 'of illness or physical.disability
who have reached adulthood, and who need vocational
'retraining.

One should also add the growing number of adults, who
desire further. education in order to improve their general .

knowledge and culture) who are concerned with personal
improvement and its social significance, without this having
anything directly to do with their jobs.
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1.1.5. - The increase in school-age students

The various groups in this category are all in a grawth

situation, but at different rates.

The number of school-age correspondence course students has

increased considerably since the war, more or less in proportion

to the general growth in student numbers of school-age (especially

at secondary school level).

To the extent that these students consist' of the sick,

crippled or the children of parents residing outside France,

and th remainder succeed in finding (and will do so increasingly)

a school within reach of their homes which meets their

requirements, this category is reaching its ceiling of

80:000 - 100,000 students. At best, further increases will be

conditioned by fluctuations in the birth rate.

However, another factor may arise: the need for partial

correspondence instruction (to be more precise tele-guidear7fudy)

which would be linked with a programme of normal school education,

but which would supplement the latter in certain subjects
(e.g. languages) or with regard to certain types of class 'work

(programmed instruction could be substituted for certain repetitive

exercises). This point will be examined later on (cf. 1.3.).

1.1 6. . Themeth "out-of-school" students and graduates

The increase in numbers of "out -of- school" students and

graduates which has been considerable during the last few years,.

can be explainedlon the one hand,by the fact that more than

200,000 children reach adolescence each year (the first large

post-war generation was 16 years old in 1962), and, on the other

hand, by the fact that they are entering a completely changing'

labour market: agricultural employment is declining rapidly;

in industry,. 'manual routine work is being replaced progressively

by jobs, involving additional qualifications; the public

services sector is expanding, particularly in the administrative,

commercial and social fields,.etc. (1)

/
(1) It is anticipated that by 1985, 10 million Frenca wa,kers

will be employed in public services (i.e. almosc 50% of

the working population) as against 9 million In industry

and 2.4 million in agriculture,



One only has to peruse the prospectuses and advertisements
to see the importance of correspondence courses in subjects such
as electricitY, electronics and technical design; even more
attention is giVen to secretarial courses, advertising and
bookkeeping, to preparing for administrative or technical open
examinations, to the newer professions from social worker to
air hostess, etc.

Most "out-of-school" students have, until now, been
interested only in receiving additional theoretical and
technical training which is required when t...3y begin work,
These will increase in number as the technical and public
services sectors expand. To this group must be added students
who. require .a preliminary additional general course of
instruction which they were unable to obtain at school. Because
of these twin factors, it would certainly be reasonable to
calculate the annual increase of home study participants at
several hundred thousand.

1,1.7. The rowth of correspondence tuition for adults:
ocio-economic needs

The above figures are significant if we reflebt,that_at the
.beginning of this century in.France, there were no more than..
10,000 students enrolled in tha.entire state technical education
system: These figures are, however, low if we consider .the
number of adults of all levels,. for whom educational courses
must be organised at the nresent time. About twelve years ago,
a cautious estimate of theqnstitut Pedagogique National"gavea
figure of 12500,000 adults as the number of potential studdnts
of "vOcational advancement" correspondence courses. Today 'a
similar estimate would probably produce.a much higher figure.

This type of education .is (and will continue.to be) all the
mOre-in demand, as it is effective, and-inexpensive, not.merely
for tuition in 'administrative, .commercial and social:subjects,
but also for theoretical training in the scientific and
industrial fields, especially when it is provided in conjunction
with supplementary courses of pradtical training (this point will
by examined later). Economists, sociologists.and industrialists
are .unanimous that what is lacking today is less the kind of,
practical-and specialised "on-the-spot" training, than the
basic theoretical instruction and the ability to adjust which.
can only be developed by an adequate level of general education.
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Recent statistics show that 52% of French workers have no

school leaving certificate; 12% have a diploma equivalent to

or higher than the school leaving certificate (.brevet .,

glementaire), and 3% have a diploma of baccalaureat level.

According to the magazine "Entreprise", in the metal industry,

for example, "60% of foremen and 75% of skilled chargehands

have no diploma. The situation is no better in the other

scctors". The magazine also notes: "This lack of basic

knowledge is a serious obstacle to the economy's progress.

The development of any company requires a growing number of

technically trained men. Can one be certain today that enough

candidates can be found with an adequate general education for

them to be rated as technically qualified? Nothing is less

certain. Theaf2E94,...pany,E2sILare not created as they cannot

be filled".

The author of this enquiry (1) stresses: "The obstacle to

internal promotion, which is, however, so vital, is the

no poor grasp of French and of foreign languages,

ignorance of work methods and the principles of economic

organisation, an inadequate, basic, literary and scientific

education which, alone, enables the individual to adapt rapidly

to new methods of production, business or management. Whoever

hopes to be employed as a technically skilled worker in the

electrical industry, cannot ignore the principles of physics...".

Correspondence tuition can contribute effectively to providing

this type of education for all managerial personnel in the

economy, who lack it at present, and who will do so increasingly

in the future.

1.1.8. - The growth of correspondence tuition for adults:

Socia:MEUFal needs

This situation affects not only qualified personnel in

industry and young people, but indeed the adult population as a

whole, workers and management, employed and non-employed.

During the last fifteen years (and prior to any official

raising of the compulsory school leaving age), the numbe:o of

secondary school pupils has increased four or five times.

During the same period, however, there have been no changes in

the basic education of the remaining eight or nine tenths of the

population. The compulsory elementary school leaving age wav!

certainly raised in 1936 to 14, but this measure produced poor

ro3ults. Now it has been further extended to 16, and under

completely different conditions. In a population, whose life-

span is now 70, it will take about another 30 years before more

tban one out of every two Frenchmen will have received an

education of this kind.

(1) Michel DRANCOURT
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It is clear that in our age of computers, television and
intercontinental missiles, their basic education cannot remain
the type of elementary instruction, conceived in the 19th century
for a. nation that was composed mainly of peasants and artisans.
Education and culture are relative concepts. A nation of
peasants and artisans, able to read and write; is an educated
people; for it obtains its knowledge, in addition, through
daily and continual contact with nature and with its own crafts.
The gregarious people of an urban and technological
civilisation which has lost this contact and which can only read
and write,. might well .be considered inferior both mentally and
morally.. The relations between the generations even within
the.family, the relationships of the various social environments,
the problems of everyday life in a complex civilisation, the new
opportUnities for travel, contacts and information, all these
factors converge to create.a need for' intellectual development
which is in keeping with increased material standards.

This latent need is tremendous. The expressed need is
reflected TraTiTe form of gaps in knowledge whfiTmusfEFfilled
of basic knowledge that is lacking at the moment when a need is
felt for vocational .training or refresher courses.

HOwever, this need*is neither'necessarily nor. exclusively
linked to vocational 'requirements. A female "student" (whose
faltering words are reprOduced here) writes: "I am 70 years

. old and I was never able to attend school; there was too inuch
work%to do. . Now `I have-lost. my husband; it is impossi4e to,
describe my loneliness. I dare not write to my friends: Could
I learn a little spelling?" IsnIt this touching statement as
significant as it is moving?

In this field, the increase in student's of specialised
correspondence tuition establishments, both public and private,
*gives a very incomplete picture of the evolution of requirements.
All mass, communications media, especially radio and television,
are being and will inareasingly be brought into use
(see paras. 1.2.4. 2.2;60, and 2'.2.7.).
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1.24 - THE VARIOUS TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS

1.2.1. - Public andapriEgesorreaondence tuition

Correspondence tuition in France like school and university

tuition, is characterised by the existence of an important 221olic

pastern, directly responsible to the state, side by side with a

private system which is completely independent (although state

supervision is now being considered).

1.2.26 State sponsored correspondence tuition and its

newet devcamments

State sponsored correspondence tuition arrived rather late

on, the scene. The authorities concerned, who were attached to

traditional forms of education, showed little interest until

World War II in supporting what seemed to them to be a poor

substitute.

In France, pressure of circumstances - the'(:Iosing of

certain public and private schools - produced is 1939 a state

correspondence course school. At the time, it was thought
that this school would meet a temporary need, and that its

existence. would be ephemeral. The authorities were quick to

notice that not only was the demand of a permanent nature, but

also that it was increasing rapidly, and evolving as it did so.

Altogether, around 160,000 students participate in state
sponsored correspondence tuition in the'strict sense of the word,

i.e. in its traditional form. How6WicriiTaird7RITTEMIT
ficure:

- participants in radio. and television courses. These

should be included within the public system, since radio

and television in France is a public service
(see para. 2.21);

adults students, especially in companies, taking courses
under the new methods of non-the-spot teaching"
(utilising teachers from within the company itself) which

are a combination of state. action and private initiative

(see para. 1.2.7.).

There are two other types of state eorrespondenr:e course

esbablishment:

(a) Those organised by certain public services, aimed at

supplementing the normal educational programmes. In addition

to those 12onsored by the Ministry of National EdurT2,70E7---""

certain abrrespondace training courses are provided under the

aegis of the Ministries of Agriculture and of Public Health;

others are available for preparing by correspondence for

various competitive examinations. Also within this category

come university sponsored courses by radio. which are supervised

)07" the Ministr of National Education. /
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(b) Other state sponsored correspondence courses are provided by
bodies which are .entrusted with this specific task. These are
the ' Tentre National de T416-Enseignement" and certain regional
centres which constitute extensions of the former. Their
operation will be examined in Part Two of this report,
Approximately 140,000 students take courses througt these bodies,
of whom-80,000 participate through the "Centre National':

1.2.30 - Private corn. es tuitton

The Guide to National Private Education (Guide national
de ltenseignement prive) lists almost 300 correspondence schools
and courses; it is estimated very approximately that 300,000
students take such tuition.

.The term "private correspondence tuition" is applied to
three types of organisation:

- Private denominational education: There are very few
.correspondence aTEETIFEWHErOT this type.

Tuition provided by trades/professions: This is often a
means ensuring that apprentices tike the compulsory
vocation courses established by apprenticeship legislation.

. These inclu4 correspondence courses set up by the
.Vocational Association of Chambers of Tradeslthe Central
Co- ordinating Committee for Building Trade Apprentices,
certaid"d6partement"' agricultural associations; etc.
Other companies or company unions provided courses
connected' with work adVancementl for example: vocational
training courses arranged by-the ckiemical industry, by the
National Union of Telephoni Equipment, by the Union.
Chamber of Autimbile Repairs, by' .the, bankip.g profession, etc.

r Private commeralally orientated establishmentsa These are
orvarying Importance; ome courses laveriTY. thirty or
forty students; certain such schools have. tens of
thousands enrolled students.

Among these- commercially slanted courses, there' are a
number which may be'cons'idered perfectly reputable and effective,
and INhieh have the highest reputation. Others are 1pss reputable,
and current educational legislation does not protect the public
adequately against certain forme of misleading publicity and
canvassing which have incited numerous protests. To overcome this
situation,. a number of institutions have attempted to establish

11



a code of ethics. Moreover, ways are now being studied of
strefiTEEETWg state supervision of th:?, quality of educational'
courses by statutory or legislative means.

1.2.4& V;..v,a1Opmeat'of tho concept of corres ondence tuition

This search for suitable statutory or legislative protection
has led to an examination into the nature of what is traditionally

termed "correspondence" tuition or "home study" and to an attempt

to give this concept a precise legal definition.

In so doing, researchers found that we are being more and
more confronted with a number of new educational and didactic
methods of operation which link various categories of documentation,

information and teaching practice. It would appear that three
conditions must be'satisfied, if these categories are to merit

the term education2

(a) study materials must be provided, covering the subject being

studied; they must be well-ordered and progressive and adapted

to the student's level;

(b) the materials must be accompanied by a study plan, containing
exercises for practice and a marking system which not only acts
as a check on the work done, but also includes advice and
explanations - a real dialogue between teacher and student;

(a) especially in the case of vocational training, the home
study theory must be supplemented where necessary by practical
on-the-spot training; such training may be assigned to other
organisations (companies, technical colleges), but must be
co-ordinated with the theoretical study.

In other words, a two-fold expanded concept is replacing
the traditional idea of °correspondence" tuition:

- long-distance study (or tele-guided instruction) whicl
115767/66-15536E written and reading material (using temt-.

books and course-book4 as well as the aural and visual
approach (radio and television) and which ma comprise
conversational exchange (u8e of magnetic tapes, spexen
corrections);

home study which combines Instruction supervisor', by an
unnerrTaTor with on-the-spot training by a teacher who
maintains direct contact with the student.

./.
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1.205. - Leligtejlence stuition and mass communications

The use of mass educational media, especially of radio and
television,has made "lorg-distance" tuition an essential tool
of "permanent education" both from a vocational and cultural
point of view.

There is here a big difference between the diffused use of
such media which radio and television try to ensi-ifc w iTlarEhe
context of a general "educational mission" (which they link with
missions of an informative and recreational nature) and their
systematic use which involves analysis of content as Nell as
pro3rdsion, supervision, association and oth4r methols.

0$

The most striking French experiments are the "T616-CNAM"
(advanced work promotion courses), "57.616-Promotion Ouest"
the "rural sector" is now operating; the "managerial/Skilled

perponnel sector" is at the planning stage), the post-graduate
.retraining programmes for doctors, the ORTF vocatdonal training
courses, the various ffradio universities" and finallyinadio-
T6l6vision Seolairewhieh we shall examine in detail in para. 2.2.

Combininglons-distanee with onzas7ast tuition"

Three operations are being introduced: at home itself,
at the place of wok, *and at local centres, where students
gather*periodically. Naturally these three different
approaches may be coMbined in various ways.

.A; The home. stlsly_22rovamte is applied in the 'care of
persoAs, (blomplef5Tranable t.6751-147.01 'because of sickness or
physical disability .(c:specially'childrdn of school-age) . 'It
assumes various forms:

Individual private lessons at home are given by local
teachers,. appoipted by the home study estcAplishment.
These lessons play a subordinate role and supplement the
main instruction provided by correspondence, radio and
television.- The, local teacher helps to fill in gaps
which are inevitable in an education which illness has .

frequently made irregular. He smooths out difficulties
which are a matter of course for normal pupils, but which
would be insuperable and discouraging for the sick or
physically disabled if they could only draw upon the
written advice of an unseen tutor. Sometimes, the 3ocal
teacher limits his activities to the above described
vital tasks; sometimes, the courses, printed and other
material and work programmes are sent to him by the
institution, He adapts them to each individual case, he
may select the exercises himself and correct them. The

.1.



degree of inttiative allowed the local teacher will vary

according to the. level of the tuition, the number and

specialised nature of the subjects involved.

- The local teacher, moreover, may undertake to reinforce

motivations by widening social contacts and group interest

in bringing together his physically incapacitated pupils

or students and others of the same academic level (the

latter visiting the former). Intellectual development

and often recovery in persons, suffering sometimes since

very early childhood from serious illnesses or disabilities,

are frequently inhibited or prevented by feelings of

inferiority and isolation. By organising contacts with

others, and al owing the sick the possibility of

identifying with the others, this mental block disappears.

When they realise that the sick and/or disabled - like the

others - can overcome the same problems, can produce .the

same results as normal pupils br students, the most

unfortunate accept their fates, build up an existence with

its own pleasures and prepare to live a life, diminished

physically, but not psychologically.

- This private tuition may sometimes be given on a group

basis; in hospitals or sanatoria it may be a full course

of complementary instruction. There are many examples

of public and private initiative in this field which

could be mentioned, including the educational courses

organised at the centres of the National Foundation of

Student Sanatoria, or those provided for persons suffering

from neural-muscular diseases, especially infantile

paralysis, in certain special hospitals, for example, at

Marches. In such circumstances, various forms of co-

operation between "long-distance" tuition and on-the-spot

instruction are combined (cf. Part 2).

B. Instruction aLplace of work applies of course to

young aTirrROWers engaged for a specific

vocation. It allows the requirements of theoretical training

and of practical apprenticeship to be reconciled, the former being

provided by correspondence, the latter at work by skilled personnel

from the company tithe case of the liberal professions or

craftsmen through periodic training courses.

However, in order for this type of tuition to be effect::.ve

on training and home study must be co-ordinates and

combined in a progressive programme; the theoretical training

must be based on practical experimental work; theoretical

kr-raledge must be utilised and justified. This presupposes,

between the personnel charged with practical apprenticeship courses

and the teachers of theoretical material, a functional liaison and

/
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common approach which can only result from periodic consultations.
This is particularly the case at the levels of adult education
(social advancement) or retraining programmes, and even more so at
the more advanced level (skilled employees, technicians,
engineers), where there is both a vital and urgent need to
develop the basic theoretical training of a large number of
specialist and managerial staff. Here particularly, an
educational programme can prove effective on a large scale only
if it is rooted in the personal practical and specialised
experience of those participating (see para. 1.1.7.).

C. Group education centreo. These are set 'up either by
inter-company agreement, by sociocultural associations or by
the state through its education authorities. This type of
educational organisation is just beginning to develop (but as
yet on an insufficiently large scale).

Sometimes, the tuition provided by the correspondence
course establishment is planned independently of the supplementary
theoretical or practical training which is given at such centres.
Study sessions in these cases are of the group study type. The
students are helped in their work, but the locally appointed
tutors do not interfere with the working relationship between
students and correspondence course teachers.

Sometimes, the supplementary training courses given during
on-the-spot group sessions (especially experiments or. practical
training) are provided for in the correspondence course, bUt are
organised independently of it on the initiative of the local
instructors. Together') the locally'appointbd teachers or tutors
advise their students on the theoretical material of the
correspondence course, on the same basis as in the preceding
example.

Finally, the local centre may be very active as-an
. intermediary between ,the correspondence course establishment and
a group of students. Course materials and literature are sent
to the centre 'which itself undertakes to supervise the studcntst
mock. Thobanking profession has organised a technical training
course of this type with 25,000 participating students. Work
sessions common to various professions are also feasible,
especially with the co-operation of a local teaching establithment:
this has been the case with group sessions arranged at techrIcal
colleges for students of the "Centre National de N16 Enseignement"
(see para. 2.1.7).
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1.2,7. - "Tele-guided" tuition (the Nancy method)

For several years, the National Institute of Adult Training

in Nancy (INFA) and the UniversitY Centre for Economic and

Social Cooperation (CUCES) (1) - which supplements the INFA

programme - have. been experimenting with a particularly effective

teaching method combining 'stele-guf_ded" tuition with practical

oral instruction (either at work or at a group study centre).

The method consists of a link-up between the above

institutions and the skilled staff from the companies them-

selves (or from cultural centres). Teachers are trained from

the sociovocational or socio-cultural environment concerned;

in turn, these train other teachers, thus producing a geometrically

progressive development, INFA and CUCE$ do no w)ric directly

with the students, but function via the assisted instruction of

these teachers.' The initial training of " ;eachers taken from

among the skilled staff of a company is ,carried out through

courses, arranged 'within the company itself, The assisted

instruction implies preparing the literature and exercises,

necessary for the tuit:Lon, The Centre at Nancy undertakes this

task, but together with the staff of the company in question, who

adapt the material to the psychology and personal experience of

the students. A system of correcting and checking one's own'

work allows the students themselves to evaluate their results.

Programme amendments are made and clarification of any points is

given at periodic meetings between the Nancy specialists and

the teachers.

In his own words, Mr, SCHWARZ, Director INFA, gives

us a specific example of this method:

"Having received a request from a company to train its

engineers in statistics, the Nancy Centre took the

following four successive measures:

(1) The Centre provided a course which was examined

and adapted by a group of six engineers from the company

already trained in statistics. There are three comments

to be made here:

- we looked for on-the-spot available 'talent!, in

this case, engineers with training in statistics;

- for each set of sample exercises provided by tlae

Centre which did not fall within their special

field, the engineers tried to find a corresponding

sample from within their own area. Tt was not

their task to specialise the training, but to

integrate the course with their actual work

requirements;

Spawet 40111.00, '/0.....1~me*
(1) See Appendix I.

/



- by reworking the course themselves, they were able - far
better than any teacher could -.to pinpoint the difficulties
of their colleagues, as well as the right kind of language
to use, and the best study rhythm to adopt.

(2) Training in group leadership was provided for these
engineers to help them communicate the course material to their
colleagues.

(3) Teaching was broken down into small work groups, The
engineer instructors distributed the course for their colleagues
throughout France, and once a month, for an entire day, students
gathered under six group leaders in six different towns.

(4) The Nancy Centre evaluated the results and appraised
the entire operation.

The above example shows what is meant by on-the-spot
distribution: It assumes a certain degree of on-theiwspot
potential talent. In France, at least, this potential is
amazingly prolific and we only have to look for it.

In addition the students are taught in such a way as to
learn to work on their own and check their own efforts.

The aim is to teach the students to evaluate themselves
the results .of their training. We, in fact.set:the lim is
on this from the very outset; by results, we mean the extent
to which information has been absorbed; we in no way imply
evaluation of aptitude.

The solution we adopted was to use, at each work session,
tests prepared in advance: these might be application tests,
or tests 'on formulating conclusins, analogy test, etc.; then
to correct them, to ask the students themselves to correct
their tests, and finally to go over theincorrections.

At each session, the teacher puts a question on the work
of the previous meeting. The students answer this in written
form.. Then the teacher corrects the answers, The students are
then requested to 'correct themselves' on the basis of the
teachers comments, to write on their papers how they feel they
have done in the test. For example: '1 did the exercise well..
but I drafted it badly', or II used a formula which is not
applicable here', orq.made a miscalculation', or 'Hy reasoning
was faulty at that point'', etc. The teacher. collects the papers
and corrects them, taking into account not merely the answer to
the question but also the student's evaluation. For example:

/-
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A student answering .a question calculating a machine's
efficiency, had put the numerator in place of the
denominator and vice versa. In his 'self-correction'
the student noted that he had made a 'miscalculation'.
The teacher had shown him that it was, in fact, more
serious than this, and that to produce an efficiency.
of 350% was absurd.

The above method therefore trains them to evaluate
their own work and to examine more, closely the causes
of shortcomings.and'errors. It is no. longer' the teacher
who points them out, it is the student himself who
seeks to understand what he has done."

1.3. - FUTURE PROSRECTS

1.3.1. . Converging technical and pedagogic developments

In the traditional view, correspondence course
establishments, just as on-the-spot educational institutions,
applied to a clearly defined number of students, enrolled in a
specific academic course, itself extending over a given period,.
and (in France) sanctioned as a rule by a diplomas, examinations
and competitive competitions. The courses, textbooks and study
plans were conceived as an organic whole, each segment being of
interest only in terms of the entire programme of the
establishment and for the students themselves.

The new requirements of an educational system which has
extended to include a considerable sector of the adult
population - linked with the new methods represented by mass
media, together with the new teaching technique0 of programmed
instruction and dynamic, methodological concepts - tend to be
gradually changing this old approach. This is the case,
moreover,, with traditional educational institutions as well as

for youth/adult correspondence course establishments.

(a) Formerly, education concurrently provided knowledge,
stimulated individual study and encouraged group work, now
correspondence and radio/TV courses have begun to split up these
three aspects of pedagogic unity. Knowledge is supplied from
afar, and often by sources other than the teacher; individual
study is also "remotely" assisted; group instructior is
carried out by "intermediaries", In other words, the means
of learning available to a physically isolated student, taking
home study courses arc henceforth similar to those of a self-
taught adult, who derives the supplementary training which he
feels he needs, from whatever source he can, and on his own
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initiative. Both can now draw on sources of information which
no longer depend exclusively on the teacher, sole distributor

.

of knowledge, nor on the school, sole agency for disseminating
learning.

(b) At the same time, the development of pedagogic ideas is
promoting a parallel reconciliation of training methods. In
place of an authoritative. and abstract educational approach, it
is tending to introduce more. individual methods of study and
the use of.individually adapted materials. Even in the case
of correspondence tuition, a "dynamic" concept of progression .

can help effectively, if the student is not. only. asked to
answer a question or provide a solution, but is also stimulated
to put questions himself, to react to a concrete situation, to.
adapt by using his imagination, in short, to conceive problems,.
not merely resolve them.

One can imagine didactic methods, still basically centred
on the textbook and course content, being gradually replaced by
a wider ._and more flexible use 'of public sources of information.
A more autonomous study method will grow from the documentary
and tangible base provided by such sources. The teacher, whose
influence will become less direct, although no less essential,
will be able to concentrate his attention on those students,
who have most need of him; in each individual case, he will be
able more readily to adapt his approach to their psychology.

There are countless public sources of information nowadays
textual and pictorial, books and posters, newspapers and newsreels,
radio and ..television; these.sources must be.used, initially as
a motivation factor.

1.3.2. Information as a meansof motivation

(a). Throughout youth and adulthood, vocational ambition is a
decidirig factor both in work and study. One of the key objectives
- indirectly pedagogic - of mass media information (radio,
television, cinema, press) could 'be to inform more fully those
persons, willing to make an effort, of the possibilities
available through various channels, and of the results which
such efforts can achieve.

The role of such information would be determining in
certain environments: for example, the farmers, 200,000 of
whom (in France) leave the countryside annually, the rest of
whom quickly need as intensive a general, economic and social
education as possible; isolated workers who cannot find the
incentives and information they need in a group vocational
environment; housewives, who Are very receptive to radio
programmes during off-peak listening hours and through whom

/
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such information can reach their husbands, children and,

indeed, many others.

(b) The feeling that study serves a useful purpose may be an

equally decisive factor, Mass information can make us realise

that learning is both useful and profitable, vocationally as
well, as in our practical, everyday activities, by showing how

each course of study increases our abilities, to what extent

it improves our way of life, allows us to solve everyday problems

and to put our thinking in order, also to what extent we may
make ourselves more useful as a result. (Cf. Part 2, point 20.).

(c) Information may additionally stimulate deeper study of
scientific and technical subjects, if it handles oopularisntion
of a subject intelligently. In this "motivating" role,,
information should be first of all captivating; it should

appeal to the imagination as much as to the intellect; it

should move more than instructs Alexander DUMAS made more
readers enjoy history (or Jules VERNE geography) by fictiolalising
it, than any .learned and detailed history or geography course.

It is in this field that audio-visual media, especially
television, have created revolutionary possibilities with endless

potential

1.30. - Information_as a documentary source

(a) Home study tuition - especially at adult level . will alSo

need the support of a mass information programme which introduces -

the public to the main fields of knowledge. In addition to
suitable radio/TV programmes, it would be ideal if a series of
inexpensive booklets could be Issued, simple in style, written
by outstanding authorities, but free of any academic approach,

which would not claim to explain everything, but would arouse

curiosity and surprise. These booklets - just a few pages each

=FETE . would describe in everyday language the range of
human history and its great periods, the history of the Ear:..1h

and the present structure of civilisation, the place of the
Earth in the universe and how scientists regard the latter, how
matter is investigated and energy used, the birth and evolution
of life, how man and his society are themselves studied by

scientists. These booklets would stimulate the reader and
prepare the way for deeper study.

(b) Together with these introdu6tory broadcasts (conceived as
a point of departure, a first global approach to the main branches

of learning), there would be no. less need, at a higher level, for
survey broadcasts conceived as a stage or an interim stock-taking.
These broadcasts would offer persons with a wider educational

.1.



background an approach, equally global in content, but more
complex, of science and technology, of their progress and
aspirations. They would inform the cultured individual, who
simply wishes to be kept up to date; they would stimulate the
specialist to revise his work.

(c) However, being passively informed is one thing. Actively
profiting by it, is another. This requires another type of
information, and above all a sedulous, steadfast and progressive
effort that must also be guided and, supervised. By its very
nature, passive information, encountered in one's leisure.time,
is ephemeral': the broadcast is over and is erased from the mind;
yesterday's newspaper is already forgotten; thebook one bought
td'read on the journey is left behind on the luggage rack,
Active information, which is to be retained and used in work,
must also come in a more permanent form; it must be available
and conveniently to hand. This requires corresponding personal
study materials which can now be within the reach of everybody,
even at the lowest end' of the social scale.

143.4 - Personal study materials

Here, with the development of programmed instruction; we may
expecu to aee.(especially in the case of correspondence course
tuition) the traditional type of study material gradually
splitting up into

. .

tudy.manuals (information pOsiibly on
tflytheets

or cards
which,may easily be stared .away in ones .own. -file or

card index and brought Up to prepared for reference
not.mgmoriSation purpodes, and to be .kept on one's book
shelf as'long as they-are of any use;

L. work nprogrammerit-providing. a step-by-step guide to the -.
study of a given subject and which, like the study
manuaI;will" apply to a single' class or an entire course;

audiovisual material to be co-ordinated wherever necessary
with the work programmes (e.g, language records), Such
material*could be loaned'out to the student, who does not
need it constantly.

The manual, plus certain audiovisual aids will constitute

the pprsonal and permanent study material. The work ,!programme;

designed to guide and stimulate efforts, will be adapted to the

student's level, Whether young or adult, to his environment,
whether-academic or vocational, to the type of study he is
pursuing,whether at an educational institution or at home. In



the last case - which concerns us here -"programmes", based on
the permanent material, suitably providing information, exercises
and material for reflection and reeearch on an appropriate
progressive basis, plus the possibility of checking the results
(with the help of educational aids, an on-the-spot clarification
of one is mistakes might even be possible) will help the teacher
much more than currently available textbooks, courses and study
plans.

- The role of the teacher

The teacherls role, especially in adult education, will
probably remain equally important, but will stick rather to
essentials, His role will vary according to the age and self-
reliance of the student.

(a) A good many adults will simply wish to keep themselves up
to date with the aid of group media (mass media, vocational
press, meetings, etc,). If such persons managed to acquire
good study habits in their youth, they should need nothing
beyond the above mentioned group media information and their own
study materials, They will obtain, according to need, the
courses and materials prepared by the correspondence course
establishments without their having to enroll as regular students.

(b) Many others, who need to acquire new knowledge or extend what
they already know, will require study guides. Apart from the
above-mentioned "permanent" study materials, some of them will
only need a suitably adapted "programme" in order to combine
and make best use of available information plus their own
experience, to understand more clearly the sequence of their
studies and to remove any obtuseness from them, finally to turn
the knowledge acquired into practical know-how. Such students
really come into the category of auto- didacts..

(c) Finally, we have that group of students (young people and
adults), who cannot be expected to ensure for themselves the
continuity and supervision of tuition and training which they
need. Such students will need not merely a studyciprogmmmd,
but also a teacher whO will watch over their endeavours; in
othor words, they will require a regular liaison with a
teaching establishment.

Relieved of the problem of providing extensive coprses and
thitailed study plans by means of the programme, the "teaching
machine" and the permanent study materials, the teacher will
no have to supervise closely the learning of simple theories
nc)? the step-by-step understanding of a new concept. Consequently,
he will be able to concentrate on those educational activities
which are the most difficult to programme': the initial global

.1.
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approach to a problem before proceeding to analytical exercises;
stimulating work involving self-expression, synthesis of thought
and personal creation as reflecting the student's personality,
his own environment and his needs; exercises checking memory
work, similar to essay tests; finally., communication between
teacher and student.which.presupposes personal contact; in the
case of home study, this implies a regular exchange of
correspondence (or tape recorded contacts) in order to give
constant support to a student's efforts, to help him overcome
his difficulties and to triumph over despondency; in other
words, this is the "tailor-made" aspect of education. (1)

The correspondence course institutions will, increovvV,
arrange the facet of group training which is Trost vital and
irreplaceable: the social aspect of education. This promotes
learning together by interchange, co-operation and competition
among students, specified team work, exercises to develop the
ability to communicate and oral expression, the exchange and
widening of individual experience. The importance of this
aspect cannot be over emphasised, especially for children and
adolescents, but also for adults.

At times, the currently accepted form of communication
between correspondence tuition teacher and student, i.e. written
and direct, will prove to be the best solution; sometimes, the
establishment in question will allow a greater degree of
initiative to its local teachers and will entrust them with
direct, scholastic supervision as well as the correcting of
papers. Doubtless, intermediate arrangements will also be
feasible. Here again, experience will be the deciding factor.

1.3.6, - The ton term outlook

Within the terms Of this pedagogic development, home tuition,
whether by correspondence, radio or television, will inevitably
be integrated into the broader framework of educational supplies,
which amp110s an overall organisational concept; problems of

omy...m.m.o.wmoeWmMgyypimm.g..ft.wmIm...g.411OMMIW.1OO...W.W.M.M.ft.O.*
/

(1) Is it utopian to imagine that perfected telephonic commun-
ication (wired or wireless) will probably create a
completely different set of conditions in the teacher-
student relationship? This could range from direct contact
(requests for information/oral advice) to switching into
special circuits for language lessons, dictation or lectures
(in the same way as for the Post Office "Talking Clock" or
INF 1), at a time during the week or day convenient to the
student; this would be a more flexible method than the use
of educational radio.



personalised tuition, apprenticeship methods and programming
techniques, preparing and disseminatirz information and study

materials, the revision of school textbooks, etc.

The various media prepared by or for correspondence
course establishments will become less specific in content

as they are aimed increasingly at a wider public, where
autodidacts and students merge; by so doing, the media will

improve, The educational help given by such establishments
to their own students in written form, verbally or via the

local teacher will on the other hand lose nothing of its

specific value.

./.
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for correspondence tuition

(in connection with other media)
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1 2.1. -TENTRE NATIONAL DE TELE-ENSEIGNEMENT"(CNTE)
.p......,ww,,.......1%..100.0

2.1.1. - The establishment and development of the
Troentronn .:1

Approximately twelve years ago, the name "Centre National
de Tel;-Enseignement" (CNTE) replaced the original designation
"Centre National dtenseignement par correspondence et radio" in
order to stress the convergence of the different home study
methods.

The "Centre National" was established in 1939. Originally,
it was intended to be at "lyc6e" level and merely to meet the
temporary needs resulting from the outbreak of war and the
resultant uprooting of school children. From l9+4 onwards, the
Centre was clearly beginning to meet permanent and vowing
requirements. A technical correspondence institttion, then
primary classes and finally certain advanced courses were added.
111=2.2cial courses for adults were established. The number
otittiderrg-71c."-TEFI-Cariria=ffeer-fiaiii7136 thousand
approxiMately enrolled when it was set up, to around 80,000;
to this figure must be added approximately 60,000 students,
enrolled in the 112/1.0nal.aentres, estatIlished in certain
districts in order 637TaiTeMse the.programmes.

This student' body is distributed, as follows, according to

the reasons for.enrollment: .

Reason for enrollment Percentaryea

4 . 8* %

Residing too far from a school/college . . .. 16

Military service ., . -.. .. 4 9 0

Art studies additional to general studies . . . . . 2 %

Supplementary education requirement. . 4$ . . 16.555

Health .

Enrollment for courses, taken by persons who are
,,, . 48.5%full' time 0 . .77770

Total . 100

Currently around 75% of these.students are.over 21

years of age.
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2.1.2. - Administrative structure

(a) The "Centre National" forms part of the "Institut Pedagogique

National" in Paris. The regional correspondence tuition centres

form part of the regional documentation centres 'or education

which also come under the same institute, but which, however,

enjoy a considerable degifee of autonomy, Each centre handles
student enrollments directly and collects the appropriate fees

(limited, by the way, to costs of printing and distributing the

course material; the education its=elf is free like primary

and secondary state education). The cost of admjmistrative
staffs is covered with' the help of an inclusive state subsidy.

Full time teachers are assigned to the centi7es by the Ministry of

Education; the state also pays their salaries, Within the

limitations of the state subsidy, the centres themselves recruit

part-time instructors.

(b) In addition to the main centre (at VANVIS near Paris), there

are currently five regional centres: GRENOBLE, LILLE, LYON,

ROUEN and TOULOUSE.

- The GRENOBLE centre specialises in certain types of
vocational training in co-operation with the National
Association of Railways (10,000 students planned for

1968.69).

- The LILLE centre concentrates on preparing students for
competitive civil service examinations (12,000 students).

- The LYON centre is partly concerned with commercial
training, and also conducts primary education courses
(22,000 students).

The ROUEN centre which has just Opened, will specialise in

school level education for the 11 to 16 age groups (lower

level .of secondary school). 6 -7,000 students are planned

for 1968..69;

- The TOULOUSE centre specialises in general adult education
(13,000 students).

Additional buildings will increase the student intake at these

centres over the next few Years and result in new centrek being

opened (in particular, one at ORLEANS in the near future) .

The educational programmes organised by these various
establishments are mentioned in the table which appears under

k21endix II.

As can be seen there, the competence of these centres is one

of Hrlatime materiae" not of "ratione loci", Although regionally
situated, their scope is nation-wide (even international as regards

stidents residing abroad). Interest is being shown in setting up

/0



specialised centres with a limited number of courses, available
to all interested students, irrespeetive.of their educational
district. Such a system allows cheaper and qualitatively
improved reproduction of study materials; additionally, the
teaching programme is more effective for a group of allied
subjects.

The distribution Of teaching assignmnts among the centres
depends fundamentally on recruitment possibilities of qualified
part-time instructors, especially in technical and vocational
subjects. This is why enrollment figures to date in,PARIS have
been 'much higher than .those in regional centres.

(e) .The number of centres itself is so determined that student
enrollments'at each one will be neither too large' nor 'too small.

The range within. which they are economic and efficient is
limited.

The prime cost per student decreases .as student numbers
increase approximately up to 40,000. Above thisfigure0. the
.cost tends to .rise, especially if many courses are involved.
Teaching efficiency is lower if there are too few students, as
the establishment in question must limit itself o!a. small

scale operation, It declines beyond a certain figure because
the need fora large supervisory apparatus cancels out.the
advantages of.mass-production, Taking into account.the current
methods and techniques of the CNTE, and the above-mentioned two
factors, the optimum student intake in this type of organisation
has been fixed at between. 30,000 and 50,000 students (depending

on the number and homogeneity of courses, taught); Orbourse,
these figures could change as home study and communication media

evolve: (audio-visual media, programmed instruction,
correspondence tuition, etc.).

Experience has shown that it is more advantageous to
establish new centres, not by creating new courses, but preferably

by "distributing" existing courses that have already been tested

and perfected at an established centre by an eAperieneed and
.qualified.faculty. . s The central institution at VANVES plays, in
fact,. this double role of tuition centre for courses requiring

staff from the Paris region, and pilot centre for the general

function of training and co-ordination.

24103 Teaching.AeWstration and technical services.

(a) The "Centre National" is administered by a director,

assisted by a head of administrative and technicarTaFices,
and a number of departmental. heads,. responsible for the different

types of courseiErelaaes. /



(b) In particular, the departffental heads have the following
responsibilities:

liaison with the teachers: organising and distributing
educational services; teacher orientation and advisory
service, evaluation, distinctions, leave and replacements,
overtime;

student contacts: work supervision, discipline, warnings,
expulsions; examination files, scholarships; progress
cards, end of term reports, prizes and correspondence;
Centre Information Bulletin, etc.;

- organising studies: establishing new programmes, finding
qualified staff, presiding over teaching committees and
staff meetings, liaison with school inspectors and with
organisations having a parallel mission (company schools,
adult education centres, radio and television, etc.);

fixing work methods: selectiLg recommended texts.
arranging for and supervising of preparation of courses,
study plans, exercises, sample fair copies etc.;
supervising the technical side of producing study
materials, and their dispatch on schedule;

- dual 6o-ordination: horizontal (for each class),
co-ordinating the wo/4173P allstaff with whom students
of the particular class are concurrently in contact;
vertical (for each subject), co-ordinating the work of
all staff with whom each student will be in successive
contact from class to class as his studies progress,
This dual co-ordination is especially vital in the case
of home study, and where the same "class" may contain
several thousand students, distributed among dozens of
teachers and correctors;

1- briefing nou staff on a specific teachinE method which
they have never practised.

In each class, a "senior instructor" assisti the departmental
head in implementing these activities. It is planned to st:engthen

this administrative staff (currently understaffed because
increased student numbers) by giving senior Instructors wiaer

responsibilities for teachiu units with fewer stedentsc This

will result in improved teacher co-operation and more effective

methods.



(c) The technical services comprise the printing/reproduction
offices ,fro7 "aTuTaFe="1"1-t-fidy materials, parcel delivery services
for forwareing- and distributing correspondence and materials
between students awl teachers the archives and documentation
service- _intended to supply the instructors with all the educational
material they require. Agreements between libraries and either
the establishment or parent associations, enable the students to
obtain those books (possibly records and .other audio-visual aids)
to which the study materials from the centre refer.

Some available 'figures reflect the industrial tempo of::
study material production and its ,complexity. Each week, the
"Centre National" must type or . reproduce 5,000 prg-eraranu
script or diagrams and print these . on around 3%million sheets.
This work does not only depend on the total number of students;
but also on the variety of courses and their dispatch frequency
The CNTE together with the regional centres handle .around 350
Drogrammes ranging_ from primary school preparatory courses to the
Tragregation", from training skilled workers to advanced technical
instructiop. 'A :philosophy, .class may have 6,000, students; an
Arabic course around ten students.-- In both cases the work of
typing is the same.: . The work- of reprieducing the courses must
be modified according to the numbers required in each -case and
to the nature of the texts.

:Each course-As -specially planned, and dispatched- en a;weeklY
hi-monthly or monthly basis. All , dispatch, dates, must be strictly
adhered to, especially when 'materials to be -distributed-.,are.
cOnnected. with practical work in group tutorials which follow a-,
precise schedule (e.g. in, technical education).

'The :,:printing office's:are. equipped for .typing,., simple- :', ..

photocopying right up 'ra.to ,. type and rotary reproduction
if need be, equipment is available . for setting- up .. a.:,:complete
printing works. Such varied equipment raises the difficult
and constantf.problem ..: of anticipating needs anct.optimum, use of, .:

the machinerY; in 'Other. *Aids, 'the' .15146:151eli 'or'obbt 'atid efficiency.
It preSUPposeS,-.'an.:adequate_ technical, staff which Is ..experienced
in _graphic reproduction .and:wellversed 'in., this:,-vezy *special. .: . -..

type of woilt.' ..,: ... ..' .... .
,

.Liaison and distribution services must also keep pace wi'i;h

the size, and. eomplexity of.. the establishment. An average, of
150 bags of mail leave VANVES--,daily; .80000, students (via VANVES
alone) Correspond with 2.,000 teachers and- examiners; each studant
will have up to ten. teachers, and occasionally each teacher will
have up to several hundred students. These figures give some
idea of the many channels of communication which must be
established and supervised throughout the year.

a
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-However, -unlike at a post ..office, ,where respOnsibilitY ceases
once the letter has been delivered., in this case, each correspondent
is knOwn. filed, observed, evaluated and classified. As in a
normal educational Institution, repOrts -of marks and progress made
-are prepared and sent regularly- to either the students or their
families.

.2.1;4. p, Teaching staff

One of the special features of the French "Centre National"
is the' 'employment of *teachers, .whq, for- health 'reasons, can no.
longer practice their profession In the *classroom (whilst o. of .

course, ,;i6taining their inte-llectual an.d .teaching.
These include teachers suffering 'from' throat or: eye afflictions,
deafness, :.,organicT .disea.ses requiring great care .when moving
about.. (e..g. cardiac ailments), former tubercular sufferers, . who.:
cannot be: alloWed,to come .intO .direct contact..with students, teaChers
sufferipig:-.trom.. Viertaiu nervou isoders hioh aisê through
tenons, 'caused: by the, need to : Maintain :claSsrooth
etc; In. tb.it:-wayy deserving :cases may:*rernain-employei beyond.
the.iptriods 'prescribed in tick:leave :regulations Those
teachers, who-,best adapt to the special Conditions of -"remote
controlled. tuition" become permanent -staff at the Centre.

. .

. In addition, both the "Centre National" and the regional
.-Centret emplOy:a'*:conSiderable. number of teachers:4. especially in

technical; subjects working *concurrently : at other educational
institutions or in some vocational area. This practice has a
threerOld adimritage: correcting:-Papers* on a 'part.time basis is
much less tiring; :these teachers 'maintain valuable contacts:,
through their own oral'. teaching or vocational work; . finally,
part.-time :*instructors an bring their, own students (-or, apprentices)

contact with the corretpondence students; this can prove. .

very valuable for the 'latter".
2.1;5* The specific nature of correspondence tuition

. . . . . ; ".

*Explaining everything .on. paper, influencing 137c using" simple
wordS,,; knoWing When to criticise without discouraging, adapting
to physically impaired students, whose problems mutt: be-

. perceived by reading between the lines, all this presupposes,
in.d.clition to his,: special.. gifts, that the teacher has undergone
either specifie -trailing; .Or* .Suitable period of job adjustment.
Cons'bantlI correcting_ which. means,not only spotting errors .

FircT nO ing -them, . but- also Interpreting each mistake, . explaining
it in written form, and advising Students on how to work now and



in the future - is a much more difficult task, despite
appearances, than oral teaching, sustained by live contact with
the students, and by the emotive exchanges which it makes
Possible. These factors.should be most carefully considered
in terms of teacher recruitment and duties, as well as of their
work media and conditions.

A major concern of the CNTE is that of establishing contact
between teacher and student_a-rid of maintaining it despite1116-4-7
problem of distance;..this concern has arisen because of the
increased numbers-and variety of students. Efforts are being
made to shorten the periods.needed to correct papers, and to
reduce the number of students per teacher or per teachei. team.
All teachers receive an identity document, complete with
photograph for each student, containing precise information on
their appearance, their family circumstances and their work, so
that the.student becomes aclearly.i4entified living being for
the teacher, rather than remaining just a number: "The marking
of each piece of homework must be carried out on the basis of .

the information supplied on each individual student." This
same care is reelected in the encouragement given to an. exchange
of correspondence between teacher and student; such exchanges
are frequent. The ecommendation is: '"Get the student into
the habit of asking you questions, and answer them faithfully.
Don't hesitate to write a .friendly ;Letter; show frequent
encouragement,. whilst remaining objeotiyean Class
tconsultations0-by crosschecking teacher.observatiOns,. enable
ill: fact an intellectual and emotional "portrait" of each student
or pupil.to .be .developed.

. All those involved. in,:correcting
papers areiceptup to date on .their,sudents.

In. the same way, efforts. are made to establish dontacts.
between the, students.or pupils themselves, so as to create as
far as possT.5=6.Wonalip,S770177-= to those which mould
develop in a normal educational *institutio. They are .eneoUiaged
to correspond with each other at the same time as with their
teachers. An information bulletin prepared by the Centre is
sent out to everybody. This bulletin contains letters,
extracts.from homework samples, articles by ,the teacherOspractical
advice on work and guidance. .Dimiect personal eontacts are
developed', moreover, during the supplementary practical oral
teaching sessions; these are a recent innovation and will
be examined later in this report.

.1



2.1.6. - Methods and media

(a) Traditional methods and media

The textbook and course material, printed or duplicated,

remain the basic teaching tools for conrespondence tuition in

the strict sense of the word.

Commercial textbooks are largely used. Literary texts

complete works or extracts) together with reference works

dictionaries, grammars, maps, formulae, etc.) may be the same

for correspondence tuition as .for standard education. . By

contrast, the situation is different in the case of "courses",

"treatises" or "primers" carrying a continuous description of

a given subject and to some extent linking up that subject with

study materials, exercises and advice. The latter are not

normally prepared for the student working on his own. The notes,

commentaries, summaries and questionnaires contained in textboOks

make them appear forbidding, the result being that it would appear

impossible to tackle the subject as a whole without the constant

pre.sence and help of a teacher, who selects the essentials from

a textbook, or, even better, teaches the student to select and

find, when some reference or explication is required.

To overcome this disadvantage as far as possible the

"Centre National" supplies additional information on those

sections of the course in question which the teacher feels is

inadequately dealt with in the prescribed textbook. If no work

is on the market for this purpose, a complete course is provided,

prepared by a "Centre National" instructor and reproduced by the

Centre's own services., A study guide advises on the use of

books or other aids) and suggests exercises (taken from the

textbook or the course, or separately prepared). These consist,"

according to need, of written tests and essays, practical

activity shorthand/typing, for example), work involving concrete

findings science/technical subjects, for example). Finally,

marking tests and exercises is done in such a way that it teaches

the student something as well as checks his work. In fact, the

correcting process has three aims:

;- to point out or have the student see his mistakes;

- to ensure the student understands the nature of his

mistakes;

to pravidetimnebessary explanations so that the student

can correct his mistakes, and avoid making them in the

future.

The corrected paper may contain comments ranging from simple

explanations to a reVised version using fully the ideas provided

by the student or pupil. Every effort is made to answer his

.1.
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question, to stimulate other questions, to advise him on the
difficulties he encounters. Instructions to the correctors
state: "It is the corrected material which brings the teacher
to the students. His presence should be friendly and comforting.
A great deal of understanding. should be reflected in the correcting.
In other words, this correcting -process demands your fullest
attention." -Elsewhere, it is stated: "The teacher will not be
satisfied with approving scholastic progress and acquisition of
knowledge. Both in set work and correspondence, he will seek
out revealing details of a studint's. aptitude and character.
These, he willtake into account when helping and advising. He
will note carefully any observations on an aptitude card."
Again: "His overall evaluation which will supplement marginal
corrections, should be full of accurate advice. He will expose
errors, but will also approve, encourage, compare and
congratulate."

Unfortunately, the large number: and variety of Students does
not always allow such an individual approach as the "Centre
National" would wish; despite all.efforts, tuitioxi still remains
frequently abstract* Doubtless, greater use of modern teaching
techniques and information media will improve this situation.

(b) .Modern methods and media

. The updating of traditional Methods"and media i8 reflected
in the three forms of programmed courses., individual audiovisual
media and radio or, television courses.

It is common knowledge that the development of programmed
instruction 'has created entirely new.technical learning
conditions.i especially for students working alone, and particularly
for adUlts Programmed instruction aan allow for a progressive
learning woeess which has been carefully studied and
experimentally proven* It can be devised so as to ensure active
student participation, :to grade the course of stUaies.l.to Avoid at
least failure (a source Of discouragement) if not mistakes ('ihich

are often instructive), to enable the results to be checked
immediately. Under these conditions, a student at home can
work more trustfully alone, at his own pace and .under a more.
flexible educational programme, administered by his unseen
teacher. The "Centre National" is currently experimenting in
a number of ways in the programmed instruction field.

The use of ftindividual" audio-visual media is also at the
developmental stage: records, magnetic tapes and audio-Visual
c?.quipment, especially for languages; photographic material,
slides, films and, doubtless, soon the use of the magnetoscope
particularly for teaching geography, scientific and technical
subjects, etc. There is no need to stress here the educational
importance of these media; this has been frequently done already.

*/
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Finally, radio and television give their support to the
"Centre National" teaching programme. In addition to the

general programmes of "Radio4Tel6vision Scolaire" which we shall

examine later (para. 2.2.), there are special broadcasts for.

"Centre National" students which are ithked up directly with
certain subjects taught there (languages in particular).

2.1.7. Supplementamontae=uot tuition

Audio-visual media &lone do not adequately meet the needs of

home study tuition. A real education oannot be provided without
living contact, that is without a basic minimum of specific group
activity, involved in direct practical learning.

Various programmes with this purpose in mind may be found
within the framework of "Centre National" activities or else they

are organised in co-operation with the CNTE:

(a) Direct, supplementary tuition is given at certain shipping
charter centres to the children of crew members.

(b) Direct, supplementary tuition is also given to school-age
sufferers from neural ailments in the form of private lessons
at home, two hours weekly, or at sanatoria. In addition, many
students at such sanatoria receive on-the-spot tuition from local
teachers, possibly from teachers, who themselves are undergoing
treatment there (in which ease, they are attached for
administrative purposes to the nearest'illycee").

(c) In order to improve this type of programme, "medico-social
centres" have been established in certain towns (Marseille,

Rennes, Lille). One or more teachers undertake to help the

students by personal visits, the oral tuition supplementing the
correspondence instruction and making it more palatable. For

those who are not physically handicapped, it is even occasionally
possible to arrange several hours of supplementary group tuition

per week,

(d) Juxtaposing practical on-the-spot training with theoretical
tuition by correspondence is the requirement for adult education
industrial courses, especially for those prepared at the request
of large companies (and certain government departments).

./



Sueh bodies include:

Public bodies:

SNCF
- Army and Navy
- Ministry of Justice (prison administration)

.
Private corlpanies.

none

AFOC4 .

Anciens etablissements DUBOIS (Cie Francaise d'Entreprises)
BERLIET
Compagnie Forges de CHATILLON
Compteurs de MONTROUGE

. - BONNET . ,

FERODO
- Forges et Chantiers de la Mediterranee
Houillbres Bassin de Lorraine

:-.Huard -
ANIFERMA
Rheme-Poulene

- Saint-Gobain
. SNECMA

Societe.MetallurgiquedlIMPHY

Private educatiohal institutions

Eoole Frangaise' d& Tokyo
Cours Descartes Leopoldville

- Elbves boursiers du Cameroun.

lo

(e) By way of example, let us look at the programme organised
by the chemical industry:

1. chemical workers are invited to enroll in heneral
subjects courses provided by the "Centre National", so that
'they:might reach an adequate level of.general education;

. 2. the students receive their theoretical training with
the help of course material (in a number of consignments) and
exercises. The industry is asked to 'nominate a qualified
engineer as "leader"; he receives the course material and
distributes it to the students, whose course work he supervises;

3. practical tralntng is done within the .company',
according to the instructions sent .o the Itleadern

. three clay courses are organised several times each
year - most frequently in technical educational institutions
which have departments preparing for the Chemical Technician
"Baccalaureat" - for practical studies requiring special

equipment.
0/
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During 1966 -67, 487 students from 278 companies took such
courses which were taught by 74 teachers attached to state
educational institutions and by 25 engineers from the chemical
industry.

The results obtained, while far from outstanding, are more
than encouraging:

Total candidates Successful

BEI Assistant chemist 68. 26

- BEI Assistant biochemist 7 3

- EMS Chemist 30 13

105 .42 or 40%

In other words, the chemical industry co-operates with the
Mnistry of Education in this type of correspondence tuition.
Within each company, anteehnician leader" is responsible. for
facilitating the study of adults who are enrolled in the course.

(0 "Group centres" have been set up for "Centre National"
students (adolescents or adults) who are unable to obtain this
supplementary training in a company. At present, there are
some sixty such Aentres handling 1,500 students. Courses are
provided leading to the diploma (CAP) of mechanical engineer,
electrical engineer, electronics engineer and industrial
draughtsman, as well as instruction at the level of the last
two years of courses at a trade school.

These centres are located at technical schools or colleges

which make available their workshops and laboratories for one
day every three weeks or each month.

The centre directors receive a copy of the course materials,
study plans and dorrected versions of the exercises. The
theoretical exercises are corrected either by "Centre National"

instructors . however, the students bring the corrected tests
to the work sessions- or by the group centre teachers (5 ex-

perimental"lycee00 In this way, theoretical study progression

on, the one hand and practical e:,cercises on tie other are cn a

par. The above-mentioned practical day courses, organiseC,

at regular intervals, are occasJonally supplemented by short
courses - two to six days - whica are organised by the group
centres. Such courses can only be attended when companies
grant interested workers leave for this purpose with or without

pay.

1



These group centres are still at an experimental stage.
Their two main difficulties are: (a) persuading companies to
allow workers to regularly attend group courses; (b) ensuring
compensation for loss of earnings and travel expenses.
Possibly the solution will be found within the law of
3 December 1966 on voeatIonal training and adult education
which provides for a national fund both for promoting
permanent education" and for compensating - partially at

least wage losses and travel expenSes. Decrees of
application are currently being examined.

2.1.8. 7 §222mAsion of studies

gupervision of studies is no lesS essential for home
tuition programmes than for normal classroom instruction, It
is recommended that a pupil be required to show that he has done
the work asked of him, within the time allowed and that Ms work
be graded, less in relation to other pupils than for him to be
able to evaluate his pwn progress, that he be rewardedfor his
efforts by the tangible tokens, represented by certificates of
merit.

(a) For children of school are, for whom home study is a make-
shift-016=artTTNUETOriarr-aTheres to the same regulations as
othertate educational institutions. .The course marks and
reports' are gathered and then sent to the families. concerned,
Averages are worked out, on the basis of which prizes can be
awarded at the end of the school year. As regards after - school aid
adult students, both the age and mental attitudes .orgtliZZETs,
are, of course, taken into account; and the "Centre National" will
certainly be enbouraged to emulate the metr_occs currently being
evaluated at the National Adult Education Institute of Nancy
(see section 2.3.).

(b) For school ng2.2upils, study plans 'andpzscstsamme's utilised
are V,EagrTraTat eedricard educational institutions. Howevdr,
the study of a single subject, or a different rate of study from
that in the ordinary classroom, are allowed for. The clearest
example is that of "make-up" classes in a subject where a student
is lagging behind (for example, the belated study of a foreign
language). At the after-school and especially adult level this
gap between genera' ZTa'ri---isroom study and ffic7r-Erf'arpTerfrew
subject is even greater. The own regulations of the "Centre
National" already provide for a number of such possibilities
and this scope of action should be maximised in the future, as is
already the case in various non-governmental educational
establishments.
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(c) Most "Centre National" courses, as at normal school and
university level establishments, prepare students for examinations,
degrees, or, open competitions which are entered both by its own
students and others.

However, attention is now being'given to the need to enable
correspondence course adult students to obtain certificates of
proficiency in non-traditional subjects. These certificates
would appeal to a large number of self-taught students who are
frightened away by the usual typically academic examinations
and diplomas. Progressive tests, adapted to the adult way of
thinking would constitute a regular incentive - each, test
making relatively limited demands on the students so as not
to prove discouraging in advance, and being rewarded by an
appropriate certificate which might eventually be professionally
validated.

2.1.9,-- The results

Despite a teaching method which is still mainly (and of
necessity) based on books, and means which cannot keep pace
with the rapid increase in student numbers, the quality of
"Centre National" results is acknowledged.

For example, successes in the "baccalaureat" examinations,
in the "contours gdneral", in certain diploma and technical
competitive examinations, the confidence of large companies
which entrust the "Centre National" with training its employees,
'the 'countless letters of gratitude to be found in the files, all
testify in favour of this establishment and its methods. Long
,considered as Intareadtt for.* i 1 students or as a way of catching
up with one's studies (or of cramming for the "Toaccalaureat"),'
official correspondence tuition has at last come of age.

This is due to the quality of staff, selected from the
nationts educational system. by methods already explained; it

is also due to the students themselves. By virtue of their
reasons for taking..up this type of study, they are in general
particularly serious and attentive students..

Those sick and disabled find in study a relief from their
afflications, and a compensation for their feelings of
inferiority, Students living abroad are children from gocd
cultural environments, living in eminently creative corlitionS*
Family or social "cases" are impelled by their sense of
responsibility, "After-school" students are aiming at a job
to which their studies are the keys Students who failed
academically during their normal schooling, usually turn to



correspondence tuition, when they realise that they must study
in order to advance in their work; whereas they resisted the
compulsion and tempo of school work with apathy, they show. a new
spirit when applyihg themselves to a more flexible type of
study, in which they feel they are more in control of their own.
endeavours.

However, adults'illarticular*find'in this form of
instruction - especially when his combined with audio-visual
aids and a supplementary practical training - a tool that is
particularly suited to present-day*needs of mass education.

The current problem for the "Centre National" is basically
to adapt even more effectively - especially in its methods,
originally designed for school age students - to the growing
demands of this category of.the population.

2 2.. 'RADIO- TELEVISION SCOLAIRE" (RTS y

!

2.24.-- The" role of the RTS in the educational systeffi

The RTS - in contrast:to other, institutions in Europe
having.siMilar objectives and forming an integral pert of public
or private radio/TV establishments - comes appropriately under
the Ministry of Education; however, it handles only a part of
the ministry's programmes, and does not cover higher education,
nor - and with more reason - the'programmes sponsored :by the
other ministries, such as Agriculture, Social Affairs, etc.

The RTS, therefore, is far from covering what can be
generally termed the field of educational radio and television..
Nevertheless, it is increasingly developing its activities in
the direction of'"permanent education", hence its place. in
this report.

2.2.2. - The structure of the RTS

School broadcasts for primary level were instituted in
France at the end of the last war. Educational television
began, for its part, at the beginning of 1957. These two
channels - serviced technically by French State Radio /Television
(ORT?) - merged in 1962, thus creating the new service of
Educational Radio/TV.

/.



In 1963 the first developmental plan (1963-67) was put

into effect$ giving the RTS direct responsibility for producing

television programmes (radio programme production is still

handled at the ORTF studios). From thJ.s date forward, it was

necessary to set up a considerable teaching and technical

organisation which has developed ever since, The RTS now

employs 137 permanent teaching and administrative staff, and

151 technicians and workers; to this number must be added

numerous television writers under contract and part-time

technicians. It also has a wide range of equipment, in

particular, a three camera visual studio, a six camera

electronic studio with all the auxiliary equipment, several

processing studios, one of which is highly advanced technically,

a six channel mixing room, two projection rooms, several cutting

rooms (one of which has tri-film equipment), a film library with

pre-viewing equipment, a Dynaphone film copier, mobile

equipment for exterior shooting, etc.

These administratiye and technical, structures are currently

being re-organised** It is planned to substitute for support

aid sectors (radio, TV, radiovision), functional sectors

Trn. concerned with the actual jalltets taught and areas of

activity); at the same time, the administrative and-MaaTal
organ" will be improved. Social advancement and adult

education will be the first sector to be re-organised in line

with the new trend, so that it can cope with its special tasks

more flexibly and effectively.

2.2.3. - 2111a.maat121.5:2412ER1

The general framework of activities is fixed by a

ministerial commission which determines overall programme

CCifiliii7FrfEe developmental plan, particularly withen in
the help of the Inspectorate General, key members of the

"Institut P4dagogique National`; and qualified consultants4

Programming and timetable drafts are submitted to the commission;

of necessity, the timetables must fit in with the broadeadting

facilities offered by the ORTF (which enjoys the state monopoly).

These permanent services are then charged with planning

bath programmes and study materials. The latter comprise

information sheets and a regular Bulletin, material for teaelers,

containing instructional cards and special literature intene.ed

for the students* This literature is published by the"Institut

P6dagogique National.'; the Bulletin is distributed on a

subscription basis, other materials are disseminated free of

charge. Certain required course-books, issued by regular

publishing houses, are sold generally (especially in the case

of language courses).



To date, for 1967-68, 25,842 annual booklets and 58,374
quarterly booklets for teacher guidance have been distributed,
as well as 478,000 student booklets; 16,000 copies of the RTS
Bulletin are printed (12,000 on subscription, and 4,000 free
of charge).

For the period 1967-68, 680 radio programmes (from a total
of 1,996 broadcasto)and 340 TV programmes (from a total of 890
transmitted) have been produced:

More specifically, with regard to adult education, and
within the scope of optional disciplines as defined by the
ministerial commission, a specialist programme committee fixes
the educational requirements to be satrarrar, and crystallises
the experience of adult. education .bodies in those disciplines
which the RTS plans to cov.r. This committee comprises, in
addition to-representatives from the Ministry of Education and
spdcialist Staff, from: other interested. ministries, also a wide.,
range of representatiVes connected with this specific type of
education: adult education centres, .large companies, chambers
of commerce, training centres, adult education' associations,
family associations; rural clubs, youth hostels, cultural
centres, etc.

More specialised working parties carry out research' into
and ..pinpoint for each programme7E=s, the aims - with the
pudic'.' in Mind -.academic.progression, audio-visual teaching
methods, and the way in which audio-visual medid and* study
materials complement 'each other. Linked with the production
team.nucleus are. thoSe.whose'experience is valuable such as
teachers; course 'organisers, tutors, advisers on content,
journalists ...

For each broadcast, a team, led by a co.-ordinatipg721221.c_sisr
gathers together the teacher, responsible for content
producer, who; after joining in the technical planning, directs
the shooting.. It is at this leVel, that the final shape of
the programme emerges. , However, as far as possiblej of course.,
the teacher attempts to make his views known at the various
stages of production: shooting, editing and cutting.

2.2.4. RTS broadcasts during 1067-68

RTS is on the air nation-wide for 22.10 hours per week in
the case of radio, and for 13.08 hours in the case of television.
There are various types of,broadcastl:

OS

(a) Auxiliary school broadcasts

These accompany and facilitate class instruction. Radio
broadcasts totalling 15.10 hours for Froncht.English, Latin and.
German are provided for all classes in the first four years



of secondary school (premier cycle du second degre) ns well as

for music and musical notation (30 minutes).. Programmes

totalling one hour at primary school level are also broadcast

for singing, music and recitation. Mention should also be

made of a fifteen minute programme aimed at kindergartens.

Television carries mathematics for the lower secondary

school forms (6eme, 5bme, )bme) (four broadcasts of 20

minutes each) and technology (JR:me, 3bme) (1). The latter is

an example of the kind of subject that television has helped

to introduce and develop in teaching. It also shows, in terms

of methodology, the possibilities for combining television

and programmed instruction.

In addition to these broadcasts which extend throughout

the school year, there is a special programme during the summer

vacations intended to prepare students for the baccalaureat

examinations in September: this is broadcast on radio: every

morning, and two hours every afternoon on television. These

programmes provide the main outlines of study, and stress

teaching how to use books, personal notes and/or documentation.

Each week the Director of Studies appears on the screen and

talks to the candidates; he also replies on radio to questions.

Supporting literature of some 200 pages containing advice,

broadcast data sheets, homework and exercises is widely

disseminated (in 1966,: 36,000, in 1967: 29,300). An enquiry

made after the 1967 operation showed that 60% of the 87,500

candidates sitting for Part Two of the baccalaureat followed

either all or part of these broadcasts, and that 40% or them

requested and received the supporting literature. ThiS wide-

ranging series of broadcasts is retransmitted live by the

German and French services of Swiss television, and may also be

viewed in certain border regions (e.g. Belgium).

(b) "Polyvalent" broadcasts

These are documentaries, aimed at supplementing classroom

instruction, and may also be used in teaching persons living in

remote areas, and other adults of equivalent standard. At the

elementary level, technology and arithmetic are taught as well

as history and geography, and programmec; such as: "TV-travel",

"The Animal World", "Life Around US", "Current Events", "The

World at Work°, "Work on Language"; these programmes are

shared by radio and television. At a more advanced level,

there are programmes on philosophy, science, French and

literature together with ninety minutes of either theatre or

the film club. /
10=111111110......MINNIIIMMIONON,../.1.=121/M1,11161.10,..001...........

(1) Classes in France are numbered from above, not below. The

6eme is the first class of secondary education, the 5bme is

the next, etc.
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(c) Special programmes for teachers

These are intended to further teacher training as well as
brush up the teachers' knowledge. There are radio programmes,
for example to help teachers of classes created since the school
leaving age was recently raised; there are TV programmes for
elementary teachers (30 minutes) and for intermediate level
teachers (30 minutes). There are additionally programmes
offering refresher courses, science, linguistics and philosophy.

(d) assialaurammes for adults (so called "advancement" or
promotion w pr4ograME57---

These began in 1963, and have a dual purpose:

- vocational advancement with a view to acquiring the
Te-E,F6argEFWMW-TE order to attain a higher vocational
'standing;

-, 'cultural, advancement .with a view to enriching mens lives
177F6Ts-riR7ilieili-T.)'6.0nd their prebent cultural level.

0f course. these two aims are -very closely linked:.; Cultural
advancement may result in vocational advancement particularly
in such .a :varied industrial' society as ours. Inversly, any
endeavour in the field of:Vocational advancement must be linked
with' cultural advanaeMent, especially when such endeavour is
undertaken under the aegiS of 'the Ministry of Education - the
latter' never sepdrates its technico-economic responsibilities
froM those in the educational and humanistic fields..

The Second developmental Plan has'extcnded broadcasting for
1967-68 to 5 1/2 hours weekly, of.which 2 hours Are,' to ,be used
for re-broadcasts, This practice:

...

increases' on:e4s chances of catching the programmes if
prevanttd 'the-first time for proliessional or family
reasons;

- makes it much more profitable for those,mho.can follow
both broadcasts, especially if they have the good sense
to study the supporting literature between the two

WtaN.M,* -

broadcasts;

'enables group training leaders to preview the programmes.

I



The programme series for 1967-68 comprises essentially
modern languages (English and GerMan), practical courses on
electricity programmes on improving one's self-expression,
both written and oral, in French, on how-to read elementary
blueprints, on basic economics.

From the technical and academic points of view, the
programme introducing the art of expression ("A mots d4couverts")

has become a classic of its kind. It f.s, in fact a highly
disciplined synthesis of the most varied and contemporary methods:

"spelling flash cards" which, subsequently, by musical and visual

means help'to remove negative habits induced by the incorrect

position of a given letter, oral work which reflects theAmpact
of linguistic ob7Agation on the mechanism of language, various
visualisations of attempts at expression in narrative or

descriptive works. The supporting literature offers synthetic

or analytical exercises to aid self-improvement, application or
acquisition of the data given; it is cldar that these exercises

are intended to complement the broadcasts. A number of these

exercises utilise programming methods which tie in with what is

shown on the screen.

Mention should also be made of the series "Savoir Habiter"

(Knowing How to Live) (10 broadcasts).' It has a particular .

type of "cultural advancement" in mind, based on.an analysisof
accommodation as a technical subject. The supporting literature

is based on three guidjalg concepts: .to dissect and analyse the

way the programme is designed, to provide supplementary information,

and, above all, to verbalise and concret,se what the television

image did not expound.

2.2.5. - Planned programmes for 1968 -69

During 1968-690 the RTS will reinforce" its activities in
the priority areas. In particular, there will be informative
programmes intended for 4bine and 3eme lycee classes which Will
be of value for general school and vocational.guidance; in
addition, there will be more intensive programmes for school
teachers and adult educatioh teachers.

In the adult education sector, programming will be
developed in the following areas:

1. Broadcasts on self-expression in French will be revised
and extended;

2, Common links between programmes teaching mathematics for
the CAP (Certificat d'Aptitude Professionrarerthe
BEP (Brevet d'Enseignement Professionnel) will result in a
new and fundamentally important series;

.1.



3. The programme. section entitled "Technical and scientific
training" will be boosted both 6,77EEM=TirESTIRFra
IrriaiTgEtsmanEthip" and .by the' new series "Introduction to
Electronics ";

Modern 2 technical vocabulary will be introduced.

A new programme sector will shortly appear which is likely
to mark an important date in RTS develpment, namely "Advancement"
("Promotion"). Through a series entitled "Information and
Adult Edu6ation Teacher Training" an effort will be made to
blanket the adult population with a "tighter" programme. This
Programme will be implemented in co*-operation with the most
qualified organisations in this field, in particular with the
Itit'A in Nancy (see Para. 2.3.).

7. The adult audience of the RTS

The initial surveys aimed at ascertaining more clearly the
.composition,of theparticipating public and its study
motivations revealed that all foUr age groups' were more or leSs'
eqUally represented (25% each for the under 30 group; between
30 and 40; 40 and 50; and the over 50 group). A large number
of "medium level pers.:51)nel" were noted (technicians,
representatives, nurses, teachers) as well as a few more typical

...eategories.(office,stafflhou4ewives,management, foremen,
pensioners).

The ,surveys found desire to learn" among older
interviewees, and that the younger adultS'were'Preodeupied
with the practical applications of study. .A11 expressed their
.a.wareness of.the advantages to be derived' for.onets oareer;
however, this was apparently not enough to induce_them to study
the 'supporting literature constantly and actively. Very re7r."
students were found who were willing to supplement the television
course programme by participating in discussions, by taking tests
or joining in group studs. . In other words, apart from those
limited cases, whdre they were repeated and utilised by educational
bodies, the educational broadcasts. appear to have been viewed as
an intermediate stage between entertainment and instruction.

On .the basis of this information, '.the RTS endeavoured
to tighten up its methods, and to define both its own
instructional aims and those at adult education,centres.

.1.
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At present, only a small percentage of the adult
pop',1ation follows the programmes, making use of the supporting
study materials. The breakdown is as follows; it
distinguishes between adults studying alone and those
studying within an educational organisation.

..---,,..--..-...,-----,-.---.

SERIES INDEPENDENTSTUDY
% ORGANISATIONS TOTAL

"A mots
d4c6uverte

5,182
'I

36 9,096 64 14,278 100

Electricity 7,191 63 4,220 37 11,411 100

Economics 7,757 44 9,992 56 17,749 10.

DraughtsmanShip
and mSavoir
biter (Recent

2.,444 39 20278 61 3,722

.

10'

broadcasts)

TOT AT! 21,574 46 25,596 54 '47,160 100

However, a much larger percentage of the population follows
these broadcasts without obtaining the supporting study materials.
According to the ORTF surveys, the number is around 3000000 .
4000000 persons, that is twenty times more than the number of study
materials distributed.

Other surveys. have attempted' to clarify the .way in which
participating adults evolve, how group reception is organised,
and the effectiveness of certain methods.

(a) it was ascertained that more younger people are participating,
that the socio-vocational strata involved are extending, that those
adults who prepare for examinations to improve their status are
increasing in number (44% of subscribers to study materials), that
the role of adult gducational bodies as distributors of knowledge
is on the incrwlse* However, indivudial. motives often remain
ObsOure,

(b) Every possible and imaginable form of interplay was
encountered between the role of the broadcast, that of the
tutor and the sutdy materials, as well as the key part played
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by exchanges of information between the RTS and the tutors;
any improvement in these inter-relations produces a positive
change in attitudes.

cc) Generally speaking the methods are appreciated, but the
'content" is often viewed as insufficiently adapted to meet
"specific needs. More discussion groups have been suggesteds
together with more information material, articles in
the natiora2 press, and the distribution of audio-visual
material in, the form of 16 mm film.

t
Audio-visual techniques :applied alone have turned out to be

hardly more effective than that of written exercises, when used
a1one. On the other hand, the resultS are better when both
approaches are associated.

Normally, all assessment procedures and their results are
intended to influence - as feedback - both prodUction and the
general policy of RTS. However, the extreme inertia of a
feedback system based on these surveyi'canra="derifed. It
takes many years before the slightest basic discovery can hare
4ny impact on an audio- visual production.

2.2.7. - Relations between the RTS and other radio television
FeliFFEBWrespondence course' institutions

RTS broadcasts merge well into the entire complex of ORTF
educational programmes, as is revealed by opinions expressed
in the specialist magazines. For example, the programme
"Chantiers Mathematiques" (applied mathematics) arouses interest.
among many engineers, who are eager to learn about new mathematical
forms. Plays and films highlighting the history of the cinema,
broadcast presentations of authors' works, and programmes
dealing with philosophy or the history of civilisations reach
the widest public; a number of similarities thus emerge in the
results which the ORTF and the RTS obtain throughout their
cultural programmes, although both bodies start out with
different goals in mind. Both are seeking increasingly for
forms of expression which will standardise and blend their
efforts.

A similar situation exists between the RTS and correspondence
course instruction which is provided, in the strict sense. of the

words:by the'entre Nili,ional de Tele-Enseignemen Whilst the

RT8 is intended for all televiewers, and offers them the broad
possibility of advancement, the CNTE does not deal with a
pot'ential group, bvt with a concrete publics made up of students

who have enrolled with a specific aim in mind; this involves a

regular, supervised effort. The initial divergence of

0/
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objectives is therefore considerable; co-ordinating their
respective tasks is still a sporadic affair. However, the
situation will doubtlessly be different if an integrated
structure is set up; this would enable an educational
iaterannto be introduced among the various supporting
elements of television instruction which itself (correspondence,
RTS, audio-visual study materials distributed by post) could be
promoted among the various types of group education (in firms,
institutions, union or adult education associations). However,
compared with certain solutions to this problem in other
countries, where such integration has already been achieved,
the present solution in France has the advantage of obliging
each sector (on the one hand RTS, on the other correspondence
course instruction) to pursue to the full its own potential
and characteristic aims.

4A.

./
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CONCLUSION

Designated in various ways, a growing number of public

or private bodies provide9for a constantly increasing

number of young people and adults, a type of education -

outside the traditional framework** - which is very varied in

content, method and level,

These forms of training and education are proving
especially useful in meeting the new needs of continuous and

permanent education which are being felt by people in

advanced societies. The institutions involved are still

searching for the most suitable structures and methods in

order to satisfy these requirements, Without any doubt, the

best way to make progress in this field is to examine what

has been accomplished here on an international level and to

compare the results.

The sole aim of this report was to contribute to such a

pooling of experience.
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APPENDIX I

THE EXPERIENCE OF THE CUCES

IN CORRESPONDENCE COURSE TUITION
..

General remarks about the CUCES

The "Centre Universitnire de Cooperation Economique et
Sociale" (CUCES) was established in 1954. Its initial task was
to provide courses for social advancement purposes '( "promotion,sociale")and for further training of managerial staffs. it has
developed greatly during the last fourteen years, and.. this
development may be roughly delineated as follows:

Initial haso

People applied to take courses with the OWES, on an
individual basis; in fact, it operated like a national adult
education institution.

Its activities covered two main cycles of tuition:

certificates w re awarded at the completion of the first:

Advanced work romotion
77=a6ii-s s year),

the second cycle for which no certificates were issued -
and in which more than 1,250 students participate
annually -.operated roughly speaking at the following
two levels:

En ineer and marm,gezpnt level
niemo oCrEiFi6n love_0.1011Mar....0

The studies were structured according to a very flexible
formula, resembling a restaurant menu: each student
enrolled chose the course programme that suited him ,best,
and sot up a "tailor-made" tip table of studies or
further training.

Ohitof features...of. these programmes

1. EnrollmentS were always ].oft up to the individual students
themselves. The system was very liberal, based on
voluntany..22nalmtion.

//*
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2. Based upon the needs and the actual standards of the public,

the educatinFraFRegy so Wks to develop a process o

learning preparing students for an

exahange of-ideasand dialogue.

3. These programmes were not merely scientific or technical in

content.' They stressed consistently .training1124hodiala;
the CUCES has developed general, non-4eiPTIfic twain rig

courses which, for example, take up

20% of evening courses
25% of full time courses annually.

2222.111.211"c

It became apparent

that these programmes did not meet all

that, satisfying individual needs was,

but not enough.

In fact, the problems facing an indivtdual are not problems

in themselves, but to a great extent are connected with and

conditioned by his vocation; they must be resolved as close as

possible'to the place and situation within which they arise.

This has been corroborated by requests both from industrial

enterprises and public bodies.

As a result, the CUCES began to operate in various ways in

public help organisations: nursing schools,
hospitals in Paris

private French companies: Peugeot, Oiments Lafarge,
Forges de Strasbourg

the Office OhArifien des Phosphates in Morocco,

the Socifte Nationale de Siddrurgie (Steel) (or Societ6

Bonoise de Siderurgie) in Algeria

MPIA.A.01 of this

1. azauarvision of the activity

Requests to the CUCES were not dealt with by the CUCES alone;
a programme would be cosupervised by the factory concerned
together with the CUCES, both pursuing mutually independent
pedagogic aims.

By definition, the programme was transitional in nature, and

its scope would vary at different times; it was, in fact, based

on a mutual understanding to offer courses of study.

requirements, and

certainly necessary,
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2. The CUCESvinsresponsibialutrainaLinstructors

The aZtual training was given by instructors, who wore
selected from the*place of work. The course content would be
discussed by the instructors with their trainees. The 'gap
between training and work situation was to be as short as*
possible.

3. The question of training was not approached in terms.of,
individual but of collective imbalances i.e. an imbalance in
the social structure.

As an organisational system, the factory serves concurrently
as the

place )

subject ) of training
object )

via those, who' undertake it.

Third phase

We have just.mentioned imbalance, and it is clear that
this concept, when applied to industry; reflects only a
percentage of the facts. The factory itself depends on a
technical, economic and social environment which conditions
it greatly

If the CUCES had not become aware of this fact as it
evolved, the situation today in Lorraine would be there to
remind it.

Three years ago, the CUCES was called upon to set up a
new system to cope with the problems arising in the iron deposit
basin. It would take too long, and yet, it would be necessgry,
to-describe-the background to this progrtmme, the vital, initial
surveys which determined the programmers course, as well as the
many working group meetings, representing the;

- the employers' federations;
- the employees' federations,
- the government.

. It was to these policy making authorities that the CUM
submitted its working schemes and methods as well as its
educational concepts.

* /
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Courses have been in operation for, the last two years.

More than 1,000 minars have followed oz are following one

or several study programmes, and in their own way are taking a

path which they had not trodden, for the past 10, 15 or 20 years,

namely the path of "education".

Main features of this type of action

1. It is not acagLEEammel

It is primarily a programme initiated by representatives
from the, region who together with the CUCES supervise and direct

it.

2, The CUCES ha s an extra - -mural task

It places its resources at the disposal- of the region and

helps to set _Lo an educational system which approximates as far

as possible to the needs of the "consumer".

This contiguity should be interpreted from three angles:

geographic contiguity: the number of training locations
should be increased;

. human contiguity: the instructor should be from the.same
vocational environment as the trainee; he shares his
anxieties and his way of life;

- intellectual contiguity: the instructor uses the same type
of language; he knows what is concrete for and familiar
to the trainee. He can listen to his problems, his
expectations and take them into consideration*

3. The teachin r Croce ss contains in itself the means to reveal

Ile nee s o he trainee

The immediate and direct effect of these factures is the
evolving nature of the system which is set up net which inue
continually adapt to the training situation as v'oll as to its

regional and contingent determinants.

The CUCES programme, which initially was t) provide a basic
general type of training, has gradually moved toward practical
training courses, and now prepares students for diploma courses.

1
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This change has caused the CUCES to examine the links
existing at present between general and vocational training,
and has led the ONES together with representatives from the
technical education sector, to study the possibility of
dividing course content into units, and a system of "unit
capitalisation" (Points system).

Problems remain; not everything has been solved. We are
thinking specificRlly of the relationship of such programmes
to state industrialisation plans. We are concerned, in fact,
with not alwayi being one war behind the times and with being
able to plan our programmcz with more clearly defined goals
in mind.

In summa:

There are three.main lines of action to be taken:

centres"' on the individual,

- centred on the factory and on the individual-
'organisation relationship,

centred on the region and on the
individual-factory technical context,
economic and social context,
regional context. relationship.

These methods of approach are basically complementary.
They have' some meaning only to the extent that they enable us
to study the conditions and forms of continued adUlt education.

II, mplazziallail tuition: one way toward permanent education

Ultimately, the methods .which we have just discussed, are
connected with the following essential factors: a reduction in
the number of instructors, by making use of persons alrcady
working in the environment where the training takes place;
taking as one's starting point the concrete situation and
daily personal experience of the student and leading to
general, culture; a balance between the contribution of
knowledge and one personal development; self-instruction and
reciprocal educatien; alternation of theory and practice;
mental processes applied and work methods used; finally, self,
supervision which enables each student to measure his progress
in relation to his own aims,

./.
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However, whether at university level, in the form of a
regular and total retraining programme, or within a soeio-
vocational milieu, this permanent education can hardly apply to
students, living in isolated circumstances or in a widely
scattered community, i.e. persons who cannot attend classes.
Moreover, although the few eyperiments in this field carried
out hitherto, have been enthusiastically received, they still
reflect an embryonic stage, if we consider the scope and importance
of adult education as well as the organisation which it requires.
This is why the CUM, itself, has undertaken a number of
experiments in the field of ltele-guided" home study tuition.
Before we examine these experiments in detail, let us try to
see them in relation to correspondence course instruction by
looking at the main aspects of the latter. Symptomatic of
correspondence course tuition is its multi-layered 122z1121111 z:

in a-yolicabilit : draughtsmanship as well as stenography
are taug the art of salesmanship as well as
mathematics, and with the help of increasingly varied
graphic media;

in stud, or nisation: the student may work when and
wtare e wis es,wi.iiin a pliant framework selecting
the most conducive rate of study, and without having
to attend classes;

in work evaluation: via exercises, essays, answers
to specific study questions, work projects, examinations,
all of which are prepared in a relaxed atmosphere;

- in stud course distribution: these courses are
avairbe osuensaiing in the most remote areas
and from all strata of the population, providing they
can read and write.

However, this type of instruction presents cer4min
problems: on the one hand, it is difficult in practice both
to adapt a study course to meet the needs of each individual
student, especially if he is clearly above or below average,
and to allow for every difficulty that every student mar
encounter, when a single word would have E:;afficed to resolve
the obscurity in question. Prom this angle, it is clear that
the introduction of programmed instruction and nudio-visual
aide represents a considerable advanc'e. We shdLl examine
certain experiments in this sector.

./
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On the other hand, there is a very serious problem, arising
from the very concept of correspondence tuition, which is
reflected at apprenticeship level: one general feature of
instruction lies in confronting the student with a number of
situations to be .resolved; he is thus trained to handle similar
situations which he may meet subsequently. In correspondence
tuition, irrespective of the quality of the courses the
followinr two elements will always be missing: contact with
others, which is in fact one of the determining factors in any
real work situation, and the habit of group activity which is
becoming increasingly important. In other words, the trainee
situations, reflected in correspondence course tuition, create
a considerable aberration 'factor and, consequently, their
effectiveness will always remain limited.

This cultural isolation results in the second kind of
difficulty encountered by correspondence course stn not
7571.77.35s this type of tuition exclude certain categories of
training, it also strengthens in students such personal
tendencies as loneliness, individualism, and a refusal to take
other opinions ,into consideration not to speak of a refusal
simply to listen), a situation that is already so typical of
learning in our country.

This psychological isolation, the absence of human contacts,
of life, create, a distressing situation: the student is not
motivated; if he falls behind in his work at any given moment,
no one is available to help him resume his protracted and
austere. endeavours. There is no immediate outside help he can
call on, and the method of written advice is inadequate for
really guiding the student, not merely before he enrols in a
course, but, especially during his instruction; this method
cannot deliberately accelerate, slow down, stop or even change
a course of tuition, that is, it cannot create measures which
have become necessary to preserve the mental equilibrium of
participating students.

We are also aware of the bitterness and resentment that

are caused by failure (often a synonym for not having passed
an examination which proves very little in the case of an
adult) after tremendous efforts, vindicated alone by the
tenacity e a poorly advised student, This state of affairs

is especially serious as it is accompanied by a distressing
family and cultural isolation, resulting from the amount of
work needed to achieve results.

./
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Taking a standard type course, when working eight hours or

more in a factory, involves of course great material sacrifices

in terms of loss of earnings; it also means sacrificing

leisure time and family life, possibly over a several years

period. There is a consequent risk of maladjustment, even for

those students, who are strong-willed and determined. This

situation is exacerbated in the case of correspondence courses.

To conclude our remarks on this subject, it should be

noted that the type of students taking.sueh courses are not

automatically trained to study on their own; yet they must do

their homework in the evening, just like their children, and

moreover often under very inadequate living conditions, a

factor which creates even more psychological problems.

III. The transition to_ft222:mgjellszaLsIulyi.212ran
rum oaaElmlnia
ylatftrlpsthould be taken? How shoOdLLI.lulemented?

questidErie in thls
An initial answer These
type of education by creating small study groups. These

produce the necessary social situation for the trainee, plus

direct contact with the instructor, which allows him in

particular to obtain better individual guidance. However,

another problem arises: which instructor? The number of

teachers is too small to guarantee regular multiple-group

instruction. In addition, they are not necessarily prepared

to do this kind of work; the courses they offer may not be

adaptable, unless reworked in conjunction with those for

which they are intended. Hence the concept of "tele uided"

=. stud 1 by which a considerable number of iiir5gave
as may be resolved.

The experiments which we are about to describe are Nary
varied in nature, but the concept of "tele-guided" study is
at the basis of all of them; each experiment aims at preserving
a maximum of flexibility linked to a form of reciprocal
education within a group that is "assisted" more or lens at
long range by a specialist;. each experiment applies the
principle of student self-evaluation, and is concerned with
developing a sense of individual autonomy to the fulest
which can only be acquired through contact with otheL7s by
comparing opinions and progressively training one's OWL
judgment. Nevertheless; and we shall examine this factor
in conclusion, these experiments represent only one step
toward a more total solution which can be fully integrated
into the working life of man.

./
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1. Tmarammed instruction with and without rou slaly

Among the "assisted" tuition experiments, one of particular
importance reflected the use of programmed study materialswith or without group study, This led the INPA during 1967-68to undertake a number of surveys which are reported on briefly
below:

159 persons (87 iron ore miners from the Briey region and72 workers, office and technical staff from the Nancy region,
divided into 39 taking social advancement - "promotion sociale" -courses and 33 enrolled solely in this experimental course)
followed a training programme, based on the use of programmed
study materials, and using, however, four differett approaches:

A number of students (19) worked completely on their awn,
although in case it was requested, and only under this
condition, provision was made for a teacher to assist them;
a second group (52) worked partially alone, that is they met
regularly as a group for course briefings; a third group (36)
met together at each work session with teachers, Whose
participation, however, was limited to answering individual
questions; the final group (52) met together at each work
session, with fully participating instructors, who utilisedthe programmed materials.

Tests were given redularly before the trainee period
began, during and immediately after it was completed, then a
few months later.

In addition, discussions were held With the adult stud6nts
to 'determine to what extent they were satisfied, or dissatisfied,
and which drawbacks or advantages they had noticed in these
training to

The main results of this survey are as follows:

(1) Quantitatively

Neither the final test nor retention test enabled us to
confirm the assumption that a group trainee course with
an instructor giires better results than a group of
trainees working partially alone 9 that is, each studnt
.working on his own, and meeting with others under an
instructor every fortnight. It was only at Briey that
a preference was shown for a wholly instructor-oriented
group.

- By contrast, the student category wovkin cam 3,.e ts1:1z

alone (this involvod only two sevairic)., o dEta76
FITTaipating group) always produced significantly
poorer results compared with all tho other categories.

CI.
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- There was a much wider distribution of marks from the
student groups working alone than from those studying
with a tutor, that is, the presence of a tutor gives
the group greater homogeneity.

- Individual characteristics such as age or level of
ability (in logical thinking) play a relatively. more
important role in the success of a trainee working
alone than of a student participating in group training*

(2) Qualitatively

An analysis of discussions with individual students at
the end of the experiment revealed the typical problems of
someone working alone:

- Reluctance to ask for help

The system of "pedagogic aid" available for students
working completely alone was very rarely utilised by those
having difficulties; this was because students were too shy
to explain their setbacks to an instructor whom they did not
know.

Inadequate.stup disciRline

If this type of training reflects a need, it has not yet
reached the priority level.

The home study trainee course was not followed regularly
and suffered qualitatively, especially as the adult students
considered it a pursuit unconhected with their everyday lives.
There were those who worked fitfully and only when they felt
in the mood, and who considered their study burdensome;
others, who applied study methods already tested by other
trainees, welcomed their courses as a form of relaxation.

Former =ES students, working alone derived the greatest
advantage from the courses together with recent school leavers.

- The need to express acquires knowledze

The regular course briefings helped students, partially
wrorkng on their own, to regain their vigour 'omehow; this
was due both to the pedagogic impact of the group meetings
and to their social content.

In particular, in the case of programmed instruction,
these group meetings gave the student the possibility to
extend and generally rehearse the knowledge which he had
absorbed gradually.
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Moreover, by virtue of the work method involved, the
student working alone, found it tremendously difficult to be
both judge and judged, to determine his own trainee level
with no criteria to assure him that he was moving in the
required direCtion_ Contact with others who were studying
alone, enabled him to see things in perspective.

Finally, the adult student has no faith in the knowledge
he has acquired until he has discussed it within the group.
It is the group as much as -rite teach.yr which sanctions this
knowledge and breatheslife.into it.

The frequency and content of the course briefings depend
directly on the degree of autonomy which the individual
students adopt toward their training.

Apart from these problems, programmed instruction by
its very characteristics (resolving difficulties in stages,
independent evaluation of one's own progress by having the
correct answer available) has become an effective method
for stimulating or restoring a degree of self-confidence
in students working alone.. In this sense, it is a valuable
tool for encouraging adults, discouraged by their earlier
education, to take up some form of training.

In our opinion, this incentive to pursue a training
course should itself adhere to certain conditions in the
same way as the ensuing programmed trainee courses.

2. Autonomous grow, a_for eu plementar forei an us e

When the CUCES was established in 1955, the further
training courses for management personnel dealt mainly with
economics and the social sciences. A demand for supplementary
foreign language courses quickly made itself felt.

Even if one can approximately understand a text after

having studied a foreign language at secondary school level,

in most eases it is very difficult to converse correctly.

Nowadays, a knowledge of English or German is becoming
increasingly necessary. The demand for such further training

courses is growing, therefore, in importance .

This is why we began to include language courses in

our refresher training programmes. These took the form of

groups in the "classic" tradition: around fifteen students

would meet with a teacher and work for two hours weekly,

using the "classroom" method.
.1.
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Very soon we were obliged to modify this approach for the

follauing reasons:

(1) it was difficult to meet all student requirements;

(2) very few teachers were familiar with or knew anything

about t1 newer teaching methods (audio-visual

to

(3) the fact that the students came from far anu vide

seriously impeded the "classical" teaching formula:

the students had to meet at prescribed times and

places;

(4) each group contained a large number of students,

resulting in minimal indtidual participation;

(5) attendance fluctuated in view of:

- the rigid system (prescribed hours and locations),

the inevitable restraints for an adult (work,

family life, etc.);

(6) there was a desire to reduce the expenses involved.

Consequently, we prepared and included in the courses

intended for engineers and management personnel, a new method,

that of autonomous groups for extension language courses in

English and German.

The aim of this method

To enable interested students to attain the following goals

under the best possible conditions:

Having already studied a foreidn language and after a

considerable,lalapse since they were at schoil, to be able

to MUSH UP, CONSOLIDATE and PERPECT their knowledge (for the

moment, this system excludes absolute beginners).

In concrete terms, this means that students may practice

the conversational side, whilst concurrently revising those

gramar rules which are essential for speaking and understanding

the ltmguage correctly.
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What is an autonomous group and how does it operate?

At the beginning of the year, future participants take a
test, comprising an aural section to determine oral
comprehension, and, a written section to chock grammatical
knowledge. .

The results make it easier to set up groups which will
be as homogeneous as possible) consisting of between four
and six persons, all of approximately the same level of
attainment.

The groups are autonomous to the extent that they decide
the frequency and sen=cirtheir meetings (on an average
one two-hour session weekly). Similarly, the meeting place is
selected by the st.udentb;* in this way, they can gather in
districts other than urban centres.

The group studies with the aid of audio-visual material
which is provided (magnetic tape recordings, texts, illustrations),
and which has been specially. prepared for this programme.
It 'utilises a recorder for listening 'to the study tape,
recording exercises and for oral communication with the
supervisor. The Skinner principle of immediate Correction is
empadyed.. AA additional moans of supervision is the liaison
tape (see page 69 : Liaison tape).

Each group has its own teacher, who, follows its progress
throughout the' year. . He :is present at .the first meeting,
then visits the group every five weeks, in order to determine
what progress has been .made and what difficulties encountered*
to answer questions, etc. Nevertheless, the teacher is always
available, and can, at any time, help them out of difficulties

This method has been used for German since 1964; so fElr,

thirty -two groups have applied it.

A three year programme has been .established for lower,
intermediate and advanced levels respectively.

Thirty -four English language ,groups have used the method
since 1966, but only at the intermediate level. It is planned
to set up a programme first for advanced, then for lower
levels.
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1. Contents of 22121,LI222

A. Memorisation phase:

Entire text is given:

A text (short narrative or dialogue) is given two
or three times in succession at an average speed.
The students listen WITHOUT CONSULTING THE WRITTEN
TEXT. Occasionally, illustrative aids are provided
(photographs or drawings) to help them understand
the oral text.

. Vocabulary:

(a) Presentation: the meaning of every new
German concept is given (either by illustration,
or in the student's mother.tongue);

(b) Reutilisation: every new lexie unit is then
used again in a brief and simple context (a
short phrase which the student must repeat ...).

Entire text is repeated:
(again, the students do not consult the written text)

Text is repeated (in separate units):

(a) Short sentences: simple repetition of each
sentence, after it has been given; each
sentence is heard three times; at a given
signal, denoting that the unit reading is
over, the students stop the tape and repeat
the sentence which they have just listened to.

(b) Long sentences: the text is recreated in
successive stages: when it is first spoken,
the students hoar only the nucleus (or framework)
of the sentence; a new element is added t)
this nucleus with each successive reading;
each time the students repeat the now soquonce
which has just been read. Sometimes, the text
is also reconstituted on a progressive line by
line basis.

Entire text is repeated a third time:

The students listen once more to the entire text
(still without consulting the written text) which
is now spoken more quickly.

/
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Grammar learning or consolidation_phase

- Substitution and transposition exercises.

Transformation exercises (by combination, expansion
or reduction).

- Restatement eXercises:

1. For this set of exercises, the models are taken
from the text provided durag phase A.

2. These exercises are designed Ps follows:

(a) stimulus (followed by a space for the
answer);

(b), studentls answer (limited response-
time);

(c) model answer (provided on tape);

(d) model answer is repeated (to inculcate
what has been learnt)

3. These exercises progressively test grammatical
points.

Re-utilisation of lexic material and free ex2ression

- Passive period (evaluation and correction):

- Evaluation exercise (which enables the students
to check if they have properly absorbed new .

vocabulary); this is a "missing word"
exercise: the last word in each, of the. twenty
e.xercises in the exercise is missing and must
be jotted down by the students after listening
to each. sequenbe. (Self-correction system.)

Identification,exercise: the students shaw by
a + (yes) or - (no) if the content of the
phrases they hear coincides with that of the
text.

Activeperiod:

- Questions and answers: (on the text); simpl3
answers (the question content is entirely or-
partially repeated), answers made up by the
students (with the halp of words taken from
the text); general answers (unconnected with

. . the text itself). (Same framework as given
above.)

o/s
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- Training students to express themselves freely:

3f the students must ask questions for each
phrase given;

3f, general comments: students ask questions
about one another, 6.*

2. Liaison tam
The students record various exercises on this tape:

(a) They read the text;

(b) Exercises (provided in written form) which are
similar to those on the study tape; the method
adopted consists of "bombarding" the students with
questions; the student does not read the phrase
which he must modify; this is 'read to him by a
fellow-student;

(c) Free exercises: the students ask questions about
the current text or a text, studied during a
previous meeting; each student in turn acts as a
"target" for his co-students I que stions
less advanced students, a set of questions is
provided.)

This recording is first corrected by the students, then
listened Ito by a teacher.

Results

1. ye

It would seem that the so fall mainly into two categories:

(a) Lack of revlar contact with a...teacher

In contrast to the traditional type of group, the
teacher here is "physically" present only at one
out of every five meetings.

(b) Lack of immediate zhonetic.correctic,n

As the teacher is not present when the students are
at work and recording the exercises, it is clear
that their phonetic mistakes can only be corrected
at a later date (i.e. when the tape itself is
corrected).
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20 Positive aspects
(a) On the basis of this method, the time needed by

one teaeher to supervise eight autonomous groups
(approx. 48 students), more or less equals the time
neede.d to teach ti o traditional groups .(24 students);
hence the need for more teachers under the latter
method.

(b) This method reflects great operational flexibility:
the students may change the frequency of their
meetings;

the length of the meetings may be varied;

there is a choice of meeting places;
T there are much greater possibilities for learning

and self-expression than in a traditional group
(each student has about 20 minutes speaking time

.. during a two hour session);
. . . . .

there is the stimulating interest of group work
and its result: reciprocal education and Self:-
correction;

the students show a greater degree of initiative
and involvement especially as the teacher is
not present to induce a ready-made answer;
consequently, the vrork, accomplished is by far
more significant and interesting.

It' should be noted that student attendance in. autonomous
groups is far more regular than in traditional groups, and
that drop-outs are extremely rare during a given year.

For example: an English-language autonomous group at
Lowy consisting of four students at the
beginning, met 21 times between
6 December 1967 and 14 May 1968 with a
total of only four student absences.
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Comparative jrime costs in foreiEn.lanzuage teaching

Cos- per fro
Teaching hours

Travel (contractual)

Corrections

Cost of texts and
reproduction
secretarial work

Mailing of literature
prepaid postage

Total

.Student costs

Student costs /hr

............................--.........,....................

Traditional Groups Autonomous Groups

8 hrs* at 62.88

..................----....--..c............

i

54 hrs at 62.88
= 3,391 F .

= 505.04 F

0 . 80,00 F

0 880.32 F

32 F 300.00 F

0 80.00 F

3,423 P 1,845,.36 F

. 285 F 307.00 P

5.20 F 5.10 P

* For autonomous groups: approx. 60 hrs.annually.

3. A trainimjawaame. within a caloaani

The aim of this programme, now completed, was to provide
training in mathematical statistics for engineers in a large
French cement company, to enable them to investigate and
analyse problems within this industry on the basis of such
methods, and to resolve them with or without the aid of
specialists, depending on their degree of complexity,. More
generally speaking, we wished to provide a "tailormrde"
training which would meet their real needs and injec.G a
"probabilist" note into their daily work. It shoull be
remeIb..;,red that these engineers were to be found thirteen
diffelient factories, which were themselves scattered all over
the country.

/.
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In this case, we no longer called in outside specialists,
but made use of the company's engineers, already versed in
statistics, and who received supplementary training on the
material to be taught as well as teacher training, so as to
be able afterwards to instruct small groups of their colleagues,
working concurrently to acquire additional knowledge and to
apply it to resolving their problems.

(1) The orientation programme was implemented at two
levels:

(a) Training future teacher-en, ineers:

. Content(plataLles); the selected engineers
followed, individually, a basic three months'
course, provided by the CUCES and accompanied
by numerous exercises; following this course,
the engineers gathered together to determine
and standardise the training level. The
course is one mentioned earlier in this
report, i.e. intended for engineers and
management personnel.

EplaKatallx, the selected engineers Met
together to examine the trainee scheme and
group teaching methods.

This training was supplemented by the following
programme:

(b) The 'group, of teacher-engineers prepared study
materials hwarvE15einfalee programme;
these comprised:

. the basic course which has just been mentioned
and which was specially reshaped by the nucleus
of teacher-engeers, It consisted of ten
lessons or chapers;

. a number of exercises for comprehension
testing of the various chapters. These
exercises were also provided by the CUCES,
then reviewed and modified by the engineers;

. a series of examples and exercises taken f.:om
the specific industry's experience, prepared
by the teacher-engineers and showing
concretely how these methods may be used in
the daily work of the engineers concerned,
as well as training them to investigate,
expoge and resolve problems connected with
their field. A number of ccmplex problems,
also prepared by the teachers, enabled the
students, moreover, to revise what they
had learned every three or four chapters.

./.
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It should be noted that the aim of adapting these methods

to meat the particular needs of the company - reflected both in

the course and the exercises - was in no way to restrict their

scope by giving the content a practical slant; on the contrary,

it vas intended to enable the students to link what they would

learn to 'what they already know, to the problems with which they

are familiar and are facing. Moreover, the CUCES exercises

which cover problems arising in every sector of the economy,

guarantee to broaden their thinking.

In examining the de'Lails of this orientation programme, it

should be added that it lasted four months and followed the

pattern indicated below:

- A number of discussions were held with management
representati7=71agineers of the company; these talks

brought out some important points concerning implementation

of the course and the expectations which it aroused: a

first mooting was then arranged for the six future teacher-

engineers, the production manager and two CUCES engineers,

who yore responsible for this programme. All were briefed

in advance by having examined the Course in statistics

(in its unmodified form) and a document outlining the

main ideas behind the programme; the meeting had four

objectives:

to examine in detail the whole concept of this
programme and of the basic course on which it centred;

to review the concept jointly and develop it concretely;

to discuss initial problems arising from this concept;

to study the practical measures needed to launch the
programme and to define the functional responsibilities
of each group member.

After this meeting, the engineers of the company had a
three months, individual stud exiod, working on the
InErigiTrUni se and 1 accompanying exercises; they
maintained regular contacts with the CUCES to eliminate
any serious difficulties which might have slowed down
or inhibited their individual progress. (The possibility
of a second interim meeting was not excluded, should the
need have arisen Ote however, this need did nc arise) .

- An initial twe dayieminar was then held enabling the
FEETECTiri=aarano their knowledge of the basic course,
to correct or expand certain obtuse points, and to prepare
the various supporting study materials for the first
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cha.,ters to be taught* In addition, the teacher-engineers
provided a list of specific problems relating to their
industry which were examined jointly and revised by
participants.

. A month's recess was devoted to collec,'
THooe pi7Eris which had boon dissected
their gradual solution in the course of

+magdataaud restating
to illustrate
lessons,

. Finally, the teacher - engineers met again for a one week
seminar. This time, discussion centred on the problem of
commEicating knowledge to the student group; the
teacher-engineers contributed a number of theoretical
ideas both on teaching methods and on group monitoring;
they also reflected on, trainee situation attitudes, ways
to handle the student groups and held textual discussions.
LEaatingEi.14_h_mapg2g111.1=TeliOntatives decided how the
company's engineord-EaiI6-1-laormerlir the training
programme, examined the process of selecting candidates
and dividing them into groups as well as possible future
extensions to the programme.

Oonsequently, from the first instructional year, roughly
speaking one out of every two engineers volunteered to
take the training course;' as the resultant student
numbers were too large to handle within a single year,
it was decided to offer a consecutive series of such
courses, each of one year's duration, and comprising
around thirty to thirty-five students, divided into five
or six groups of six students eacht The fourth training
course will have been completed this year.

(2) The teacjElaapracap.

It is at this stage that °tele-guided" tuition really
began, since the teacher-engineers now assumed responsibilit:c
for training within the flexible framework which was elaboro'ed
with their co-operation.

Supported by a constant appraisal of its progress, this
phase lasted approximately one year. All students participating
in the first course were divided into small groups, each
directed by a teacher-engineer. These groups, scattered all
over the country, worked autonomously and, at their own tempo of
study; all tried, however, to maintain a relatively parallel
rate of progress in order to ensure training uniformity witiAn
the company.
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A.Eneral session was held at the beginning of the programme

in oraer to brief the engineers on the training course and to

give them an opportunity to consider jointly the goals behind the

course, their individual expectations, the training approach,

and the system of evaluation that would be established.

Additionally, a second eneral session is held at the end

of each training phnse: i.is at emp s to reach conclusions

about the training and to evaluate overall contributions made.

Between these two poles, each. group meets periodically
roughaTi5=6glre ay per month; the remaining time is devoted

to individual study.

In other words, each chapter *constitutes a "work unit",

lasting approximately one month and including two group meetings.

Taking into account the variations resulting from the

individuality of the different groups, the work -of each unit

is structured as follows:

Tie shall take as our point of departure a group meeting,

designated session i:

Session is

The previous chapter is worked through and exercises are

done on it. The teacher then presents the next chapter
(in particular, its salient ideas, subtle points, and its

practical significance for the cement industry), and
distributes the relevant study materials.

3-4 week study period:

The students work individually at the course and the

exercises of this chapter; each course participant may
call on the teacher if his study progress is inhibited.
Concurrently, each student looks into examples or problems
taken from the practice of cement factories which might
illustrate this part of the course, and serve as
potential points of application for his own work.

. Session i +

r.;:he students examine jointly questions raised by each of
them on the chapter; The teacher is there to clarify
any difficult points.

The group then works through pertinent exercises on cement
factory problems; these exercises both arise from the

study materials and are also provided by the group
participants themselves. (It is at this point especially
that the group's progress is evaluated,)
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The students then set up their own work plan for the
ensuing phase; this includes, in particular, data
revision and attempts to apply certain principles.
The teacher presents the next chapter and distributes
the relevant study materials.

In .conclusion, it should be noted that the teacher-
engineers met periodically throughout this "extension"
training phase to discuss any difficulties together,
perhaps to amend the way in which the programme was
being implemented, bearing in mind the lessons to be
drawn from the initial work units, and, finally, to
prepare jointly the supporting study materials needed
for further phases of the course.

Here too, therefore, their instruction continues on a
reciprocal education basis; if necessary, this instruction
can be supplemented by another seminar, more comprehensive
than the one held at the end of the preparatory phase.

This then is the framework of the training programme which,
as already mentioned, has been offered on four successive
occasions; each time, the course was taught by a new group
of engineers, trained from the second course onwards on the
statistical material_ by teachers from the previous course, and
on teaching methods with the help of the OUCES. Naturally
impravaments have boon made to the initial approach in
particular, opinion surveys were introduced before and after
the training course. However, this is not the place to go into
detail: basically, it may be said that the principle of this
experiment, as with the previous two, is to economise on means
and produce quick results, to work on the principle of small
study groups, and to utilise concurrently special teaching
teohnique6 which to some extent reemble programmed instruction,
and a method of contact with the "..eurces of information" which
differs from that used in an ordinary correspondence course0
Also as in the case of the previous experiments, it prosuppou)s
a high intellectual level, possibilities for students to meet
and serious study preparation.

However, six key features distiaguish this experiment
from the othersf

O Essentftall. it =ides "tailor-- made ". courses, and ais.
"5,7iFigaly a meeting the specific needs of -7He enginars,
at the same time providing them in fact with the very
moans of recognising these needs (concrete instruction).

O It rationalises instructor staff, eliminating the use of
ou.Laide teachers and indeed of instructors ("moniteu:c0)
imm10..nwraliwammira.

(an earlier suggestion) and instead making use of real
experts, taken from the work environment itself, and
trained for this purpose both in form and content. 0/0
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It uses a teaching method, developed together with the

TW6her-engineers, which to a great extent .draws on the

most concrete facets of the students' own experience.

It s stematicall alternates individual and group.study,

heory an practice, stuayof theoretical and actual

problems, teacher and student course contributions; it

even rotates the trainee phase with & period of return

to work in the factory or laboratory, thus allowing the

training to be integrated into the daily activity of the

individual engineer.

Itclgillitgar_evaluatscLaosEpss,
not by examinations and

class mares;` in a very concrete manner via the study

groups themselves: from the moment that each student

becomes aware of problems involving his daily work which

arise from statistical methods, and on the basis of

techniques proposed for solving these problems, the

group is able to appraise its own development and

determine the subsequent study phases together with the

teacher.

Finally, At allows teacher - engineers to train in tuna,

other enpIRTOFFEInstructors77 is ensures f=-7-
ritinuity anreniothe programme which becomes

it this way progressively less dependent on the body

which originally created it.

It should be mentioned that the company has assumed complete

responsibility for the fourth training course; the OU0E8 only

offers its aid if this is requested by the teachers; should major

problems arise. In addition to providing knowledge and work

tools, the course also offers really functional training which

the engineers are keen to pursue within the framework of this

company-supervised pro amore of further education and follow-up

activity.

4. Anmerimentacorditla
In providing training courses at centres other than Nancr,

it is often difficult to find the teachers we need on the spot.

ULsn such instructors are found, we are neither certain of

their o.oaching abilities, nor of the extent to which they can

devote the necessary time to prepering and organising a training

course,

Llis situation led us to consider using audio-visual media

to mitigate these various drawbacks, and immediately television

came to mind*

0
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Currently, French television regularly offers adult
education coursed. However, as these courses are supposed to
reach .the widest possible segment of the population (no
particular sector of the public being specified), the result
is that their content level remains rather superficial. The
requests we have to deal with at our other centres cover more
specialised courses and have, therefore, a more limited

interest.

In addition to the specific nature of our courses,
educational television has two major drawbacks inherent in
the limitations of a telecast:

The television schedules are rigidly fixed. 17e need a

high degree of flexibility in view of the conditions
in which we provide courses; we must be able to adapt
to the availability of our students, which itself is
dictated by the particular working conditions operating
in their companies.

As regards the telecast itself, we cannot imagine a
sixty or ninety minute period of instruction for adults,
who themselves have no chance of vocally participating.
The practice of presenting a thirty or sixty minute
televised lesson at one go and excluding the possibility
of dialogue seems to us to be contrary to the
fundamental pedagogic principles of adult education.

For these various reasons and because we believe in the
value of telcvision both as a means of instruction and of
resolving our particular problem, that is, the shortage of
qualified ,teachers we had to come up with a system which
would allow us concurrently to maintain:

the specialised nature of course content;

flexible broM.cast schedules;

a dialogue with the adult students.

We selected a system which centres on the video tape

recorder ("magnetoscope"). Technically, this type of equipment

is now being rapidly developed; its purchase price is

constantly improving together with its quality. Costing problems

(one video reproducing what has been recorded on another) are

in .the process of being overcome; this has already been

achieved by one range of equipment. Tape editing operations,

at one time possible, only on very expensive types of video

recorder, may now be carried out on much cheaper equipment.
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Por a relatively modest investment, one can equip a centre

with a video recorder and one or more television receivers.

These can pick up studio-televised programmes which they receive

on video tape.

With
the basis
flexible.

regard to schedules, viewing time is determined on

of group availability, so that the system is very

At Raon l'Etape, a.small town near Nancy, we tried an

experiment in television-assisted tuition, offering one course

on mechanics and one on eledtricity.

At our Nancy studio we video record the different televised

lessons. These video tapes on each subject are sent once a

week to Raon.

The students were mostly either chargehands or persons

about to enter that work grade. Most of them had not studied

either mechanics or electricity previously.

Television is, in-fact, only one of the three elements
ponnected with this experience; the others are the teacher
and the study materials. Let us pinpoint the function of each
element by describing one of the televised study sessions.

Each session is guided by a teacher. He receives a data
card which briefs him on the programme content and contains
the following information:

content to be telecast;

- how much time devoted to each element making up
the content;

- pauses provided during the telecast for guided group
work: discussion, explanation, exercises.

The teacher has several days training on the use of the
video recorder and he is responsible for operating it.

The study session itself is carried out as fellows: the
teacher starts the video recorder and shows the initial televised
phase lnsting between five and ton minutes: at the end of this
sequence, reference is made to the study materials, which inform
the course participants of the work they must do. At this stage,
the teacher's function is to ensure that the students have
correctly understood the sequence they have just seen and to
guide the prescribed work.

./.
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When this work is completed, the second televised phase
is shown, this procedure. continuing for sixty-ninety minutes.

Whilst preparing the tapes, our concern was twofold:

- on the, one hand, to present a well-arranged programme
content using a maximum of audio-visual aids (film
extracts, scale models, stills, charts, etc.);

- on the other hand, to extract the salient ideas from
this content and devote a five-ten minute sequence to
each one, followed by a study session which can ensure
that the material*has been properly absorbed.

These tapes were the result of collaboration between a
teacher and a production team.

This experiment is now coming to an end and the twenty
sequences which make up.each course have been telecast. We
have not drawn any really scientific conclusions (coul one

really?), however, observer was present at each study
session, whose remarks resulted in some improvements in
program= production - eliminating certain camera movements,
modifying the time needed to screen a particular frame.....
The following comments are also the result? of his observations.

The teacher who, we feared, might be disappointed as he

was not responsible for the pro gramme content adapted very

quickly to the role we had assigned to him.

Presentation of content itself improved from session to

session. As the. students progressed through the course, their

study sessions became better planned and organised. As

production was no longer left to the teacher alone, but

resulted from ic.PM:Work, it became possible to limit if not

to prevent the.de.generative process to which all teaching is

exposed, as is any human activity, as soon as it becomes

repetitive and is loft in the hands of one individual.

Clearly' there was a considerable investment of effort

behind the production of these courses.

'/
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Thus, a fifteen minute programme required an average of eight
hours preparation.

Thera aro two reasons for this disproportion:

- The technical burden: the teacher responsible for
programme production had to reconcile the difficulties
inherent in any new medium of expression: camera
movements, size of screen, depth of information, teaching
rhythm, etc.

Communication was no longer merely oral (even when using
a blackboard), but indeed mainly visual; what one
discusses with obvious ease, does not always reflect
what is shown on the screen.

This newly developed teaching approach resulted in a
systematic reappraisal of programme content.

Vie do not consider the courses on mechanics and electricity
to be flawless in the coming year; nevertheless, the fact that
we are over the first stage, that is the video-taping of study
programme content, will enable us in this year to work more
closely on the audio-visual technique and on oral delivery
involving teacher, televised sequence and study materials

IV. Conclusion

Naturally, the above mentioned programmes represent a great
deal of effort; however, we should try to view them vis-a -vis
the other possibilities of assisted tuition:

- The simplest method is (Yen circuit television: one just
switches on the television se ana fo lows a programme.

- Instruction improves to a certain degree with a "one -way",
corres ondence course: here, the student merely receives
The 1itera uTraETTFes the exercises which are provided.
This situation can be greatly improved with the aid of
programmed tuition,

- Then comes the "two -wa " corres ondence course, where the
student's exercises are re urned, corrected and with
comments, by the institution. In this case, there is a
certain degree of supervision and follow-up for each
student; however, there is no living contact.
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This drawback is remedied by the correspondence course
with periodic meetings of students with similar interests.
uch mee lugs may ake place at the suggestion of the

institution - wit .out any person in the group having a
special status - f-Jr example during televised study
courses to be followed by an exchange of views. However,
thore is a risk that the T'esults will be poor with
persons not accustomed to group study.

- Further improvement of tuition can therefore be achieved
by tutors monitorin. the rou s without having n higher
stda71=Tialowlo ge Ian e group. Such a tutor
might even learn a language together with his group,
if the teaching aids are sufficiently developed and he
himself is educationally minded enough.

- The tutor may also receive teacher trainin P. and maz.ha
of a much higher intellectual level than that orlis
group. If so, he can nod' only his students to make
progress, but is also able to deal on the spot with
any difficulties impeding this progress. This type of
group becomes increasingly autonomous, and in this sense,
we could designate it the "self-propelled" group.

- Finally, before we come to what may properly be termed
a course, that is a group taught only by the teacher
himself, the last improvement that can be introduced is
the use of an instructor - as in the preceding example -
but together with audio-visual equiment,indeed even
CUM:circuit television with optional tele honic
communication duriliriale lesson between 10 various study
groups and t teacher, working within the central.
establishment. This approach permits the kind of
experiment and course presentation which otherwise could
not possibly be made available to all the study groups
scattered throughout the region.

All that we have discussed deserves to be developed and
studied. Our sole aim was to present a few ideas and describe
several experiments which are still in.their infancy.

We believe that this evolution is not utopian and that it
should be relatively easy to move from the traditional
correspondence course to the above-described final stage.
Instructors can be found. Tho universities and training centres
have the means to provide sufficiently advanced teaching aids
which would. reduce the importance of the ability gap between

/
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teacher and students; after all, assisted tuition is no longer

so expensive to organise. We feel that the only condition for

this evolution is a genuine desire to achieve it which must be

present both in student and teacher. We are not seeking to

curtail the role of the instructors; on the contrary, this

development considerably extends their scope in training which

can be carried out using this approach to genuine permanent

education. But is it conceivable without the total commitment

of all those concerned?

410.01*=.011.1.1.6.111.0..1110.116,

./.
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APPENDIX II
.11.1111110.41.0....111111...amm,

"CENTRE NATIONAL DE TELE-ENSEIGNELENT" - CNTE

(NATIONAL TELE-EDUCATION CENTRE)

GENERAL.INFORMATION

The "Centre National de T616-Enseignement", a public
corporation, (providing courses by correspondence, radio and
television) offers free education for children, young people
and adults Prevented for serious reasons from attending normal
teaching institutions.

The CNTE, at Vanves, 60 Boulevard du Lycee, also
includes correspondence teaching departments attached to a
number of Regional Educational Documentation Centres
(external departments of the National Education Institute),

Centre National de
Tele-Bnseignenent

(CNTE)
(rational Tele-
.Education Centre)

60, bd du Lyo6e
92 -VAEVES
Tel:642 45--50

45-53

COP (Post Office
Savings Account)
PARIS 91301 12
opened in the nano of
M. Is Pr6pose
Oomptable du CNTE

...............

Services
dlenseignenent
par corrospondance

des.
Centres RAgionaux

.

3 rue Sean Bart
59 - LIMB-
Tel: 57-16-60

. .

CCP MIME 5703-29
opened in the nano
of M. l'Agmit,
Conptable du ORDP

.

de Documentation
Pdag.eique OUP)

(departments offer-
ing correspondence
teaching .courses at
the Regional Edudae-
tional Docunenta-
tion Centres)

1.artro..re.mumfairmoNaufet

47 rue Philippe
do-liassalle

69 - LYON (40)
Tel: 29-87-40

COP LYON 9430 42
opened in the nano
of M. ltAgent
Comptable du ORDP

......., ..........

3 rue Roquolaino
31 -TOULOUSE
Tel: 62-24-15

CCP TOULOUSE
8612-18

opened in the nano
of M. 1'Agent
Conptable du ORDP . .
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The following courses are offered at present:

1. EIEMENTA= EDUCATION

Children and adolescents

aLIDP .- TOULOUSE

. Preparatory course 11th class (6.7 years).

Elementary course 1st year; 10th class (7-8 years)

r Elementary course 2nd year'p 9th class (8.9. years)

Internediate course 1st year, 8th class (9.10 years)

Intermediate course 2nd year, 7th class (10-11 years)

Ldvanced course and course leading to then0ertificat
drEtudes Primaires"(primary-studies certificate) for
bargees anj itinerants only.

ORDP LYON

..P,.dvanced course for pupils anxious to obtain the
Oertificat -d 111;tudes who are not yet able to enter

the class which prepares then for it.

Prcparatory course for the Certificat dtEtudes Primaires
for pupils who "will be under 15 years of age on

1 October 1968.

. 'Elementary Diploma (Brevet 61ementaire) giving access in cer

tai cases' to a teaching post except in French state teaching

establishtents. The level required is that of the

3rd class.

B. Ldults

ORDP :-: TOULOUSE

General Education
111.040.0.11$61010.4~,.../.6044.tgo~**644.4

Stage I Pupils over 15 years of age

Preparatory course forladults, introduction to reading;

writing*and arithmetic.
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Stage II Pupils over 15 years of age.

Momentary course for adults.

Stage III w Pupils over 15 years of age.

Intermediate course for adults (with the possible
option of the Oertificat d/Otudes).

Stage IV Pupils over 18 years of age (over 16 years of ago
for holders of the "COPE" Certificat d/EtuC.es
prinaires 616mentaires)

Observation course for adults (level of 6th and 5th
classes).
This class provides the follering options:

(a) Certificat O./Etudes

(b) Classical studies (latin)

(c) Introduction to industrial draughtsmanship.

Possibility of studying a modern language (l)

Stage V Pupils over 18 or having left stage IV. -

. Courses for adults (4th and 3rd class level).
Preparation for BEPC.

This class offers different options according to
the subjects chosen by the pupil for the BEPO
(Brevet dtetudes du premier cycle) including Latin)

Opportunity for studying two modern languages (1).

Ifs 0111.SSICLI AND MODEDE EDUCATION

CNTE WINES

A. ill classes from the*6th to the Baeealaur6at, including
the 5th repeat class, 4th and 3rd adaptation' classes
(elassibs), 6th and 5th transition classes, 4th "class°
pratique terminate" (final practical class)

VUGUAGES MUGU: English', German, Italiaft7.Spanish
(1st, second and third languages) 7 Russian, 'literary
Arabic', Hebrew (second and third languages).

University entrance examination for those not having
their Baccalaur6at (1 year).

0. Advanced Mathematics Class .

3)- Scientific Reconversion Class. 1
0/.

01.1~.P.~.0.4*.M.+410=04010.*

(1) Uodern languages taught: German, English, Spanish, Italian.
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TECHNIOILL LTD V002.1,-.:IONAL EDUC,LT ION

Ay' Comore la' Training

CRDP LYON

. Certificate in shorthandAylaing (two or three years)

.LrJsistant Accountant fs Certificate (two or three years)

Certificate in office administration (options: trade

and transport)(two or three years)

Certificate in Salesmanship (tuo or three years)

Insurance Agent's Certificate (two or three years)

Diploma in Accountancy (one or three years)

Secretarial Diploma (ono or three years)

VALWES

Commercial TerIching Diploma, options: secretarial work
and accountancy (two years):

Second Economics (one year)
First Economics (one year)

Higher Diploma in Commercial Studies, options:
secretarial work and accountancy (one year)

Baccalaureat for Technicians, options: secretarial
work and accountancy (two years)

rulticorners t Certificate for work on punched card
machines (three years)

Diploma for Senior Technicians in Accountancy (two years)

Diploma for Senior Technicians in Secretarial Work; the

option being limited exclusively +.0 secretarial wor..11:
in managerial departments (two years)

Diploma for Senior Publicity Expert (in c(mnoetion
with the group of heads of French publicity and the

Ecole Superieure de la Publicite) (two years)
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.Lccountancy in collaboratiO4 with the "C NAM"

. Entrance examination to H40" (advanced commercial
studies) for girls (one year)

Inaistrial Education.
CNTE

Certificate for cinema projectionists in collaboration
with the National Cinema 'Centre (one year)

Supplementary certificate for refrigerator fitters
(one year)

. Certificate for specialists in electronics (three years)

. Certificate for general mechanics, options:
and fitting, repairs and maintenance (three

- Certificate in electro-ntechnelogy, option:
mechanics (three years)

Certifiate for engineeringdraughtsraen (two or three
years). It is esserit.ial. to have practical workshop
experience to folfow this course;

machining
years)

electro.

Dip lerafa. for engineering draughtsmen (three years)

- Diploma for refrigqiiation fitter' 0.,nd repairer (two. yeaxs)

Diploma for boiler-mokers (three years)

Diploma for mechanical. trades (three sears)

- Diploma for electronics specialists (three .years)
Diploma for cinema projectionists (18 ntinths). Courses
begin: 1 January every other=` year (i.e. years ending in
uneven figures 1969-71-73 etc.)

Technical diploma for mechanical work (three years)
(second industrial, first industrial and final class)

Diploma for senior technicians in research departments
(three years)

I o.
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- Diploma for senior technicians in mechanical trades
(three years)

- Diploma for senior technicians in technical-commercial
trades connected with metal industries (two years)

C. Social Education

CROP - LYON

- Certificate for pharmaceutical assistants in collaboration
with the General Pharmacists Union which receives
enrolments (three years)

Entrance examination to nursing schools (one or two

years)

- Entrance examination to schools preparing social
welfare assistants (one year)

IV. TEACHING POSTS AND 272..DPLRITORY COURSES

CNTE VANVES

11. LoJailMmm/iLaasol teachers

. Teaching diploma (primary school teacher)
(course commencing in Lprii.)

B. Permanent primau22h2211922hprs

Certificate of domestio science and agricultural studios
(OEM)

. Inspector's Certificate for nursery schools (CAINM)

Inspector's Certificate for ilrimary schools: qualifying

examination and CLIP (preDaration for the qualifying
examination commences in hay)

Qualifying certificate for Lisil..ectors of technical

education (qua ifying examination)
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"CUT'S" "Certificate for teaching posts in second ar
educatian

ill sections

Diploma in educational handicrafts and domestic
science (certificate of general domestic economy only)

Diploma in drawing and plastic arts

. Certificate for Music and singing, Parts 1 and 2

- Competitive entrance examination to the Claude-
Bernard and La Fontaine Lycees

- 0-12ES (part 2) physical training

Co71etitive examination for 'entrance to teaching posts at
ITTes universi les (lgregation)(all secticns)

Techni"--1.1222hlaaa9.212

Tebhnical training colleges.

General teaching posts: arts, sciences (one year)

. Technical and theoretical teaching posts for industrial
drauGhtsmenship. Options: mechanical industry,
building (one year)

. Technical theoretical teaching posts for commercial
subjects, specialising in: accountancy, secretarial
work (one year)

Technical teaching posts f or foremen.. Special
subjects: engineering trades (options: mechanics;
electricity, motor cars, carpentry); building trades
(option: carpentry) (one year)(1)

- Assistant technical industrial teaching posts.
Specialised subjects: mechanics, motor engineering;
electricity, concrete masonry (one year)W

Assistant teaching posts in the catering trade for
coni5etitive subjects (cooking; restaurant, patisserie
etc.)(one year)

(1)5 See page 914
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Technicallumeas

- Qualification for teaching posts in techntcal lycees
'1GLPET"

Section DI parts 1 and 2.' 'Normal and special
recruitment (Decree of 25.4.1960.)

Section. E

Lssistant technical teaching. posts in "ENILMil (Ecole
national° dlingenieurs; arts .et metiers) . 'Specialised
subjects: electronics, electre-teohnology, methods and
mechanical construction. studio (one or two years).

- Technical teaching posts. Specialised subjects:
electronics, electro-technology 2 methods and mechanical
construction studio (two years)

. Technical teaching posts in the building industry and
public works. Specialised subjects: foundations
and brickwork, water and drainage facilities and public
works; measurements of buildings and estimates of-
heating and sanitary installations (two years)

- Technical teaching posts', foremen. Specialised
subject: engineering (two years)

- Lssistant industrial technical teachers. Specialised
bubjects: mechaaical construction; electrical and
automobile engineering; electricity; works .T6udio;

nasonry (one year)(1)

.Lssistant technical teaching posts in commerce (one
year)

Lssistant technical teaching posts in catering subjects
for specialised subjects open to competition (cooking
restaurant, pastrycook; etc.) (one year)

111nmonvolRasowritosorwra,. .11;memrsomb

The asterisk means that the course concerned begins on
15 Se-:tember; all other courses begin at Easter apart from
teaching posts in the hotel and catering industry which aro
planned for November.

(1) for other specialised subjects, candidates receive only. a
general preparation common to all specialised subjects.
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V. GE1 TRAINING COURSEM....11.111.=1111leisa.

Conditions of enrolment

CNTE VANVES

fopendix II

three ears)

The general training courses (three stages) enable
adolescents and adults to round off their general
knowledge. The second stage prepares for admission
to a preparatory class for the competitive examination
for the.tecruitnont of technical assistant industrial
teachers. The third stage enables pupils to enter
courses for the 'diplomas of senior technician in the
engineering trades, the Commercial Research Departmont'i
the classes of.thenOonservatoire.National des laits et
LIOtiers"and its associated centres, and courses of the
"Centre Interentreprises" for the training of.
managerial staff. It is essential for enrolment
in this class to have reached a level corresponding
to that of the second forms in lyceese

Only the .basic subjects are tctught: grammar, French
languagelarithmetic, algebra, geometry, physics,
chemistry, industrial draughtsmanship in engineering.

Pupils nay enrol either for all the course at one
level or only for the study of subjects which concern
than more particularly.

" I. crash course in a modern language: English, German;
SI)aniSh or Italianl-nay'be 'added to the subjects listed
,above..

t.

7e should like in particular to-stress the fact that
the'courses progress ox trembly rapidly and that they
are'; above alli revision classes, and 1trc)d.tac...tou.

classes.
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Tr; CRASH COURSES IN LANGUAGES

clan VAEVES

These are intended for beginners.

A. Teachin, at the secondamlevel

The crash courses-in modern languages - English, German,
Spanish, Italian are intended for beginners anxious to
roaCh in two years a'lavel corresponding to that reachOd
in a second modern language at the end of final classes.

There is also a crash course in Latin which enables a
pupil to reach in one year the level corresponding to the

entrance standard to the second form

B. Technical Education

Courses are available in English, German, Spanish and

Italian and are intended to provide pupils, not only

with an adequate-knowledge of grammar and the usual

vocabulary, but also to provide them with the essential

technical vocabulary" so as to enable them, after two or

three years'af study, to read reviews and wor14 dealing

with the-problensof trade and industry in the original

language.

VII; ADMINISTRATIVE STAPP

CRDP - LILLE

Competitive recruiti examination for entrance to the

77EZYM acminis ra ion anc=7Triarirve75-371:67---
Shorthand/typing (one year)

Clerk (one or two years)

Secretary (one year)

-Attaché (one year)

- Administrative advisor (one year)

nequests for information and enrolments should be seat

to the ORDP, 3 rue jean-Bart i Lille.

:1
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B. Competitive recruiting examination for trainee labour
inspectoi6-776yeaiThdetOas EHTEFFEETES7=1"61=e
ETETRa.y.of Social Affairs Direction de ltAdninistration
g4n4raley du Personnel et'du Budget, Section de la
Formation professionnelle; 7 rue de Tilsitty Paris 17.

Co Internal competiti7e examinaticms for the LTinistri of the
rr="8".FeTr-`

Administrative Secretary ( ono year).

General training courses preparing students in one or
two years for the competitive excnination for clerk
(Array, Air Force; Navy). Requests for details and
enrolments from: Ministbre des Lrmees, Direction des
personnels civils1.9e bureau; 23l boulevard.St. Germain;
Paris 7.

Internal competitive examinations for the National
Eilitary Soolal Security Office. Administrative Officer';
Clerk (one or two years) , shorthard/typist. Information
and requests for enrolment from: Direct:1,0n de la Cais6e
Nationale Militaire de Securit6 Social°, 4 rue de la
Banque; Paris 2.

Entrance examination to the officers training college
for the Navy administration (one year). Information
and requests for enrolmnt from: Direction central° du
Commissariat de la Marine; Bureau du personnel, 2 rue Royale,
Paris 8.

Entrance examination to-tho'officers training college
for the a4iinistration of the motor fuel department
(one year). Information and requests for enrolment:
Direction central° des Essences des Atm6esy 51 bis,
boulevard de Latour-MaubourGI Paris 7.

CRDP - LYON

"Third Special" class prepozzi:ag certdin administrative
competitive examinations ; inter allay examinations for
post office and telegraph officials and tax collectors.

./
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VIII. VARIOUS PRER:RATORY COURSES

A Tromration for various competitive examinations for the
Tray y : o 'Erfiriabric, ro OSTS -±71! then TFar TEC
157.37ction du Personnel, Militaire de la Marine,
2 Rue Royale, Paris 8,

B. Prezau.tion. for a written coml'otitive examination for
tecianicaraTibmaan the Army. =pre-TEr=o"r7-6-5iirse
is restrictec to nonconmissioned officers: details
and requests for enrolment my be obtained from commanding
officers.

O. Preztration for varigur24Exados and posts in the SNOF:
ZretafisalEMT=±7oritheThr irec ion orsoEnel;

88 rue SaintLazare, Paris 9.

D. Sllecial courses for handicapped parsons: introductory
courses -Go reacinG anG wiRRIET67F-667Frely :?aralysed
persons; requests for details and enrolments nay be

made to OI?DP at Lyon.

1,11 the preparatory courses listed above commence on

15 September (a:)art from certain cases) and continue during

the school year.

wolmeN/sPrasort~1.101w0
.A.,1,...1,0111.1101.S11.1110001.0.410004M800..16....001/110.10,

ERIC Clearinghouse

APR 6 1970

on Adult Education


